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Recently, wireless access to Internet applications and services has attracted a lot of attention. 
However, there is no single wireless network that can meet all mobile users’ requirements. Con-
sequently, integrated heterogeneous wireless networks are introduced to meet diverse wireless 
Internet applications and services requirements. On the other hand, integrated heterogeneous 
wireless networks pose new challenges to the design and development of reliable transport 
mechanisms. Wireless Application Protocol version 2 (WAP 2.0) is one of the promising trans-
port mechanisms. It uses wireless profiled TCP (WP-TCP), which is fully compatible with TCP, 
as one of the reliable transport protocols to cope with the wireless link impairments. For WAP 
2.0 to continue providing reliable and efficient transport services in the future, one of the key is-
sues is to thoroughly study, understand, and improve its performance in integrated heterogeneous 
wireless networks. 
In this thesis, we develop analytical frameworks and propose a solution to respectively study 
and improve the performance of WP-TCP in integrated heterogeneous wireless networks. Spe-
cifically, we consider WP-TCP short- and long-lived flows over integrated wireless local area 
network (WLAN) and wireless wide area network (WWAN), where WLAN can be static or mo-
bile. In order to facilitate the analysis of WP-TCP performance in integrated WLAN and 
WWAN, we first construct a novel WLAN link model, which captures the impact of both uncor-
related and correlated transmission errors, and derive mathematical expressions that describe 
packet loss probability and packet loss burst length over WWAN-WLAN link.  
Then, we develop analytical frameworks for studying the performance of WP-TCP short- and 
long-lived flows. Differently from those reported in the literature, our analytical framework for 
iv 
WP-TCP short-lived flows takes into account both correlated and uncorrelated packet losses. 
Furthermore, our analytical framework for long-lived flow can be used to study the short-term 
(during vertical handover) and long-term performances of WP-TCP and it captures the effects of 
vertical handover, such as excessive packet losses and sudden change in network characteristics, 
which are commonly experienced in integrated static WLAN and WWAN. By using the devel-
oped analytical frameworks, we extensively analyze the performance of WP-TCP flows and in-
vestigate the optimal protocol design parameters over a wide range of network conditions.    
Finally, based on our analytical studies, we propose a receiver-centric loosely coupled cross-
layer design along with two proactive schemes, which significantly improve the vertical hand-
over performance. The proposed solution is easy to implement and deploy, compatible with tra-
ditional TCP, and robust in the absence of cross-layer information. Extensive simulations have 
been conducted to confirm the effectiveness and practicability of our schemes.  
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The number of worldwide Internet users surpassed 1 billion in 2005 and is expected to reach 2 
billion in 2011 according to the Computer Industry Almanac [1]. Recently, the world has witness 
a large number of wireless networks, such as wireless wide area networks (WWAN) and wireless 
local area networks (WLAN), deployed to provide Internet access to mobile users. Cellular net-
works (dominant type of WWAN) have evolved to the third generation (3G) cellular networks on 
a large commercial scale in order to meet the demand for wireless services. WLANs have been 
massively deployed in buildings/open areas (e.g., convention centers, cafes, airports, shopping 
malls, etc.) and mobile platforms (e.g., trains, buses, ships, ferries, etc.) in order to provide con-
venient internet access. Despite of these dramatic changes, no single wireless network can satisfy 
the ever-increasing demands of wireless Internet applications for seamless coverage and high 
bandwidth. For example, the 3G cellular networks can cover a wide geographic area and support 
quality of service (QoS) with high price tag. Whereas WLANs can provide higher data rate ser-
vices at much lower cost without good QoS provisioning and only over a small geographic area. 
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In order to support diverse wireless Internet applications and services requirements, integrated 
heterogeneous wireless networks such as WWANs (e.g., GPRS and UMTS cellular networks) 
and WLANs (e.g., IEEE 802.11x and HiperLAN/2) are introduced.  
The integration of WLAN and WWAN is a novel concept to offer Internet users both high-rate 
data services and ubiquitous connectivity in wide area. However, the integration poses new chal-
lenges to reliable transport mechanisms. Wireless Application Protocol version 2 (WAP 2.0) is 
one of the promising transport mechanisms for future wireless networks. It is a de-facto world 
standard for the presentation and delivery of wireless information on wireless devices and it sup-
ports standard Internet protocols. WAP 2.0 uses wireless profiled transmission control protocol 
(TCP) to provide connection-oriented reliable transport service. Wireless profiled TCP (WP-
TCP) is optimized for wireless communication networks and it can interoperate with standard 
TCP Internet implementations. WP-TCP is the key transport protocol that supports attractive ap-
plications such as wireless browsing, emails, and file downloads.  
For WAP 2.0 to continue providing reliable and efficient transport services in the future, one 
of the key issues is to thoroughly study and improve its performance in integrated heterogeneous 
wireless networks. In this thesis, we focus on the challenges that arise in studying and improving 
the performance of WP-TCP in integrated WLAN and WWAN. 
1.2 Problem Description  
Figure 1.1 illustrates integrated heterogeneous wireless networks scenarios in urban areas, 
which are considered in this thesis. In the first scenario the WWAN is integrated with WLAN 
installed in mobile platforms (mobile WLAN) and in the second scenario the WWAN is inte-
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grated with WLAN installed in the buildings/open areas (static WLAN). In the integrated mobile 
WLAN and WWAN scenario, a mobile node (MN) in the mobile platform communicates with a 
correspondent node (CN) in the Internet over a series of wireless links: mobile WLAN and 
WWAN links. In this case, the MN is equipped with a single radio interface for mobile WLAN. 
The mobile WLAN can accommodate many MNs without excessive usage of the resource in the 
WWAN and the WWAN can provide long range wireless connection to the vehicle. In the inte-
grated static WLAN and WWAN scenario, a MN communicates with a CN in the Internet over a 
pair of wireless links: static WLAN and WWAN links. In this case, the MN has multiple radio 
interfaces and can switch between WLAN and WWAN (i.e., vertical handover (VHO)). The 
static WLAN and WWAN respectively provide high data rate and wide coverage services to 
wireless Internet users. The remainder of this section describes our research problems, which 
arise in studying and improving the performance of WP-TCP in the integration scenarios above.  
1.2.1 Performance Study   
From the literature [2], the main techniques used in studying the performance are analytic 
modeling, simulation, and measurement. Generally, there is no single best technique for all. 
However, in the early stages of protocols and algorithms development, the use of analytic model-
ing technique in studying the performance is usually preferred. This is due to the fact that ana-
lytical models are relatively flexible, cost-effective, and can produce results with reasonable ac-
curacy.  
In this thesis, we develop frameworks for study the performance by using analytic modeling 
technique. To reduce the complexity and increase the flexibility, analytical frameworks for 
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studying the performance of WP-TCP in integrated WLAN and WWAN are developed in two 
phases. In the first phase, the low level characteristics of wireless networks are modeled at the 
packet level. In the second phase, the performance of WP-TCP is analyzed by considering the 








Integrated mobile WLAN and WWAN




WWAN: Wireless Wide Area Network
WLAN: Wireless Local Area Network
VHO
 
Figure 1.1. Integrated heterogeneous wireless networks scenarios 
1.2.1.1 Modeling Packet Level Characteristics  
In this phase, we need to establish appropriate analytical models which can describe character-
istics of WWAN, WLAN, and WLAN-WWAN links (shown in Figure 1.1) at the packet level. 
In the literature there are several models [3] that can approximate the error process in WWAN 
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links at the packet level and capture most of the wireless impairments, such as interference and 
fading. However, there are limited models suitable for WLAN and WLAN-WWAN links.    
Recently, the effects of channel fading in WLANs have been reported in several studies [4], 
[5], [6]. It is revealed that WLANs have considerable transmission errors due to channel fading. 
The well-known analytical model proposed by Bianchi [7] and its variants [8], [9] are based on 
packet collisions. Hence, they do not capture the impact of transmission errors. To remedy this 
problem, several analytical models [10], [11] have been proposed to capture the impact of trans-
mission errors. But, these models are based on an independent packet loss assumption which 
does not portray the wireless fading channel well. 
Most of the channel models, proposed for multi-hop wireless links, are based on homogeneous 
wireless links. For this reason, they are not suitable for WLAN-WWAN links. Various research 
studies [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20] have analyzed the performances over 
WLAN-WWAN links through simulations or measurements. 
From the above survey, we therefore need to introduce new analytical models for WLAN 
model, which capture the effects of transmission errors due to channel fading. And then, based 
on the new WLAN and existing WWAN models, we need to derive mathematical expressions 
which present the packet loss probability and packet loss burst length over WWAN-WLAN 
links. 
1.2.1.2 Modeling WP-TCP Performance  
To the best of our knowledge, there is no analytical model in the open literature, which is spe-
cifically developed for WP-TCP protocol. Since the WP-TCP is based on the traditional TCP, 
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previous analytical models for TCP may be used. Several analytical models have been proposed 
for TCP short-lived flows [21], [22], [23], [24]. Unfortunately, these models are based on an in-
dependent packet loss assumption which does not fit well in the wireless environment. Available 
analytical performance studies on TCP long-lived flows in  [25], [26], [27], and references 
therein, only are develop for simple wireless or wireline links. And thus, they do not take into 
account the effects of vertical handovers. Most of the performance studies on TCP long-lived 
flows in integrated static WLAN and WWAN are conducted through simulation or experiments 
and live measurements [28], [29], [30].  
In order to study the performance of WP-TCP short-lived flows with reasonable accuracy, 
packet level channel models which capture both correlated and uncorrelated transmission errors 
need to be considered. Also, the analytical model which describes short-term (during vertical 
handover) and long-term performances of WP-TCP long-lived flows need to be investigated. The 
analytical models should describe the behavior of WP-TCP long-lived flows under the influence 
of wireless channel errors, sudden change in network characteristics, and excessive packet losses 
due to vertical handovers. 
1.2.2 Performance Improvement  
WP-TCP has been adopted in WAP 2.0 to cope with the unpleasant wireless links 
characteristics. Howerver, when WP-TCP is deployed in integrated static WLAN and WWAN, 
its performance can dramatically degrade during and shortly after vertical handover due to pre-
mature timeouts or false fast retransmits.   
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After a vertical handover from WLAN to WWAN, round-trip time delay can suddenly and 
significantly increase. This can result in WP-TCP premature timeouts. The premature timeouts 
can degrade the WP-TCP performance by triggering unnecessary packet retransmission and con-
gestion control response. During vertical handover from WWAN to WLAN, new data packets 
transmitted through WLAN can arrive at the WP-TCP receiver before the arrival of the old data 
packets transmitted through the WWAN (i.e., data packet reordering). Data packet reordering 
can generate a sufficiently large number of duplicate acknowledgement packets which may result 
in false fast retransmit. The false fast retransmit can degrade WP-TCP performance by triggering 
unnecessary packet retransmission and congestion control response. 
In the literature, there are several schemes proposed to reduce the effects of premature time-
outs and false fast retransmit. The schemes proposed in [31], [32], [33] detect falsely triggered 
fast retransmit or timeouts, and then undo the congestion control actions invoked. These schemes 
are proposed with the assumptions of homogeneous networks and they are reactive by nature. 
Recently, various proactive schemes, which consider heterogeneous wireless networks, have 
been proposed to specifically enhance the performance of TCP in vertical handover. However, 
these schemes are either effective only under mild vertical handover effects [34] or very complex 
to implement [35].  
In order to improve the performance of WP-TCP, new solutions that thoroughly address the 
problem of premature timeouts and false fast retransmits due to vertical handovers need to be 
investigation. The solutions should be relatively simple, easy to implement, and compatible with 
standard TCP implementations. 
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1.3 Main Contributions  
Our main objective in this thesis is to study and improve the performance of WP-TCP in inte-
grated WLAN and WWAN. The models used to study the performance need to be flexible, cost-
effective, and produce results with reasonable accuracy. Furthermore, the solutions proposed to 
improve the performance of WP-TCP need to be relatively simple, easy to implement, and com-
patible with standard TCP implementations.     
To achieve our objective in studying the performance, we consider analytic technique. Firstly, 
we develop packet level channel models to facilitate the analysis of WP-TCP performance in in-
tegrated mobile WLAN and WWAN. We construct a novel analytical model which describes 
packet transmission over a fading channel for the IEEE 802.11-based WLAN link. The analytical 
model takes into account packet losses due to packet collisions and transmission errors. It cap-
tures the impact of both uncorrelated and correlated transmission errors. Furthermore, we de-
velop an analytical model which presents the packet loss probability and packet loss burst length 
over WWAN-WLAN link. This model is suitable for describing the packet level characteristics 
of integrated mobile WLAN and WWAN.  
Secondly, we develop an analytical framework for studying the performance of WP-TCP 
short- and long-lived flows. Contrary to other analytical frameworks, our analytical framework 
for WP-TCP short-lived flows is based on a two-state Markov chain and captures both correlated 
and uncorrelated packet losses. Our analytical framework for long-lived flows describe the short- 
and long-term performances of WP-TCP for given network and protocol parameters. It captures 
the effects of vertical handover, such as excessive packet losses and sudden change in network 
characteristics, experienced in integrated static WLAN and WWAN. Through the developed ana-
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lytical frameworks, we extensively analyze performance of WP-TCP flows and investigate the 
WP-TCP design parameters.    
Finally, we propose a cross-layer design and two proactive schemes called RTT Inflation and 
RTT Equalization at the mobile WP-TCP receiver. The RTT Inflation scheme suppresses the 
premature timeouts and the RTT Equalization scheme prevents the false fast retransmit. The pro-
posed schemes significantly improve the performance during vertical handover in a wide range 
of practical WP-TCP parameters and network conditions. In addition, they are easy to implement 
and deploy, compatible with traditional TCP, and robust in the absence of perfect cross-layer in-
formation. 
1.4 Organization of Thesis  
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background ma-
terial related to integrated heterogeneous wireless networks, WAP 2.0 architecture, and WP-TCP 
reliable transport mechanism.  
In Chapter 3, we focus on establishing packet level channel models for WLAN, WWAN, and 
WLAN-WWAN links. We first construct two-state Markov models for WLAN and WWAN 
links to describe the packet transmission processes. Then, we extend the two-state Markov mod-
els to present the packet loss probability and packet loss burst length experienced over WLAN-
WWAN link. We also conduct extensive simulations to verify the validity of the developed 
models.   
In Chapter 4, we propose an analytical framework for studying the performance of WP-TCP 
short-lived flows based on a two-state Markov channel model. We first derive an explicit mathe-
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matical expression which yields a good estimate of WP-TCP transfer delay for a given network 
and protocol parameters. Then, we investigate the optimal WP-TCP design parameters for short-
lived flows in various network conditions. 
Chapter 5 presents an analytical framework for studying the performance of WP-TCP long-
lived flows over the integrated static WLAN and WWAN. In this chapter, performance of WP-
TCP long-lived flows is extensively analyzed and necessary conditions for the occurrence of pre-
mature timeout and false fast retransmits are investigated.  
Based on the analysis presented in Chapter 5, a cross-layer design and proactive schemes are 
proposed in Chapter 6 to address the WP-TCP performance degradation due to vertical handover. 
Extensive simulation results are given to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution and 
the significance of the performance gain.  
Finally, we present a summary of our contributions and future research directions in Chapter 7. 
1.5 Bibliographic Notes 
Most of the work reported in this thesis has appeared in refereed research papers [36], [37], 
[38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45]. The work in Chapter 2 has appeared in [36], Chapter 
3 has appeared in [37], [41], [42], Chapter 4 has appeared in [38], [43], Chapter 5 has appeared 




2.1 Heterogeneous Wireless Networks 
Various wireless networks have been deployed to provide access to Internet applications and 
services as a tetherless alternative to wired networks. The deployed wireless networks include 
wireless personal area networks (WPANs) [46], WLANs, wireless metropolitan area networks 
(WMANs), and WWANs. The focus of this thesis is only on WLANs and WWANs. However, 
the material presented in this thesis can be easily extended to other wireless networks.   
WLANs operate at the license-exempt industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) frequency 
bands and can support high data rates. Generally, WLANs cover small geographic area and do 
not support terminal mobility over a wide area. In addition, they are mostly available within dis-
tinct areas called hotspots. The WLAN media access mechanisms are mostly based on the con-
tention and therefore limited quality of services (QoS) are provided. Most of WLANs today are 
based on the IEEE 802.11x standards. The IEEE 802.11b (the most popular WLAN standard) 
can support data rate up to 11 Mbps and operate at 2.4 GHz band. The IEEE 802.11a and 
802.11g can support data rate up to 54 Mbps and respectively operate at 5 GHz and 2.4 GHz 
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bands. The coverage of IEEE 802.11x standards is up to few hundreds of meters around each ac-
cess point (AP).  
Cellular network is the dominant type of WWAN used for wireless data services. Currently, 
the popular cellular networks for data services include GPRS (General Packet Radio Service), 
UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System), and CDMA2000 systems. These net-
works operate in reserved frequency bands and support data rates from 10Kbps to 2Mbps. They 
usually cover a large geographical area (from few hundred meters to several kilometers) and 
support terminal mobility by using several techniques such as location updating, paging, and 
handover. Contrary to WLAN, cellular network can provide guaranteed QoS. However, cellular 
network infrastructure is more expensive than WLAN infrastructure and so the charge for using 
the network.  
Table 2.1 summarizes the characteristics of WLAN and WWAN. Generally, there is no single 
wireless network with all best characteristics to support diverse wireless Internet application and 
services. However, the integration of WLAN and WWAN presents complementary and attractive 
characteristics which can support a wide range of wireless Internet applications and services. 
Consequently, the integrated WLAN and WWAN access networks are introduced. WWAN can 
be integrated with WLANs installed in buildings/open areas such as convention centers, cafes, 
airports, shopping malls (static WLAN) or in mobile platforms such as trains, buses, ships, fer-
ries (mobile WLAN). The remainder of this subsection discusses typical network architectures 




Table 2.1. Characteristics of WLAN and WWAN 
Characteristic WLAN WWAN 
Data rate High Low 
Coverage area Small Large 
Frequency bands Unlicensed Licensed 
Mobility support Poor Excellent 
Service charge Cheap Expensive 
QoS support Poor Excellent 
 
2.1.1 Integrated Mobile WLAN and WWAN  
Figure 2.1 describes a typical network architecture for integrated mobile WLAN and WWAN. 
Within a moving vehicle, the WLAN is used to connect a number of mobile nodes (MNs) to an 
access point (AP) or gateway. The WWAN is employed for the connection between the AP and 
the base station (BS), which is in turn connected to the Internet through a wireline link. Packets 
sent from a correspondent node (CN) to an MN are first routed to the BS through the Internet, 
and then transmitted to the MN over the WWAN-WLAN link.  
The integration of mobile WLAN and WWAN has several advantages. First, WLAN supports 
higher data rate than WWAN but it has a smaller service coverage than WWAN. By integrating 
these two technologies, WWAN provides an extended service coverage to the moving vehicle, 
and WLAN accommodates more users without excessive usage of the resource in WWAN. Sec-
ond, the aggregated traffic at the AP is transmitted to the BS through an antenna mounted on top 
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of the vehicle which has better communication channels to the BS as compared to a channel be-
tween the BS and MNs. Third, the AP has less energy constraint than the MNs. Using the AP to 
relay the data to the BS can significantly save the energy consumption in MNs.  
 
 
Figure 2.1. Architecture for integrated mobile WLAN and WWAN 
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2.1.2 Integrated Static WLAN and WWAN  
The network architecture for integrated static WLAN and WWAN is depicted in Figure 2.2. A 
MN with multiple radio interfaces can communicate with a CN in the Internet through an AP in 
WLAN or a BS in WWAN. In this network environment the MN can switch between WLAN 
and WWAN. Note that a standard Internet protocol such as Mobile IPv6 [47] is required at the 
network layer in order to support mobility between WLAN and WWAN. An event where the 
MN switches from one network to another network is called vertical handover and average time 
that the MN stays in one network before switches to another network is called network residence 
time. The vertical handover from the WLAN to the WWAN is referred to as upward vertical 
handover and the vertical handover from the WWAN to the WLAN is referred to as downward 
vertical handover. The vertical handover can also be hard or soft. Hard vertical handover is when 
an old connection is broken before a new connection is made and soft vertical handover is when 
a new connection is made before an old connection is broken.  
The integration of static WLAN and WWAN presents several advantages. The integration can 
provide a means for load balancing, where the WLAN can offload the traffic with elastic QoS 
requirements from the WWAN. Furthermore, it can offer less expensive extended service cover-
age with the improved data rate to wireless Internet users.  
2.2 Wireless Application Protocol  
Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) has been attracting a lot of attention recently, as it pro-
vides a standard environment for wireless mobile communications [48]. WAP is proposed by the 
WAP Forum [49] (now managed by Open Mobile Alliance) to enable mobile users with digital 
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hand-held devices to access the Internet and advanced telephony services. It is a de-facto world 
standard for the presentation and delivery of wireless information services on wireless devices.  
The earlier versions of WAP (1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.2.1) are standards optimized for mobile environ-
ment where hand-held wireless devices are limited by CPU power, memory, battery lifetime and 
simple user interface. As wireless networks and mobile devices evolve, some of these constraints 
become less significant. The WAP version 2 (WAP 2.0) standard, released in July 2001, utilizes 
the advanced technology in wireless network and mobile devices. Unlike WAP 1.x standards, 
WAP 2.0 supports standard Internet protocols.  
 












Figure 2.3 shows WAP 2.0 architecture. Similar to the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) 
reference model, WAP 2.0 has a layered architecture, with an application framework and a pro-
tocol framework. The application framework is built on top of the protocol framework and pro-
vides an interoperable environment. It allows the applications and services to be built on a wide 
variety of different wireless platforms. The protocol framework has four layers: a session ser-
vices layer, a transfer services layer, a transport services layer, and a bearer networking layer. 
The transport services layer provides datagram service and connection service. User datagram 
protocol (UDP). Wireless datagram protocol (WDP) are used to provide datagram transport ser-
vice and wireless profiled transmission control protocol (TCP) is used to provide connection-
oriented reliable transport service. Figure 2.4 shows the WAP 2.0 wireless/Internet internetwork-
ing model with a typical protocol stack for reliable data delivery. In the wireless domain, the 
wireless profiled TCP (WP-TCP) is used for communication between WAP device and proxy.  
In the wireline domain, the standard TCP is used for communication between web server and the 
proxy. In this model, WAP 2.0 utilizes proxy technology to connect the wireless domain and the 
Internet. The remainder of this chapter focuses on WP-TCP. A complete overview of WAP 2.0 
architecture can be found in [50]. 
2.3 Wireless Profiled TCP 
WP-TCP [51] is the key reliable transport protocol that supports attractive applications such as 
mobile browsing, emails, and file downloads. It is optimized for wireless links and it can inter-
operate with standard TCP implementations. WP-TCP protocol specifications have mandatory 
and optional requirements. All WP-TCP implementations are mandated conform to the require-
ments for TCP implementation described in Request for Comments (RFC) 0793 [52] and RFC 
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1122 [53], TCP congestion control specified in RFC 2581 [54], and selective acknowledgement 
(SACK) given in RFC 2018 [55]. In addition to the mandatory requirements, WP-TCP imple-
mentations may also conform to the requirements specified for window scale option given in 
RFC 1323 [56], timestamps option for RTTM given in RFC 1323, large initial window given in 
RFC 2414 [57], path MTU discovery given in RFC 1191 [58] and RFC 1981 [59], explicit con-
gestion notification (ECN) given in RFC 2481 [60], and large window size based on bandwidth-
delay product (BDP). In the next subsections, we first present fundamentals of TCP and then 
summarize the WP-TCP mechanisms. Finally, we discuss the performance of WP-TCP in inte-




















































Figure 2.4. WAP 2.0 wireless/Internet interworking model 
2.3.1 TCP Basics 
TCP is the most widely used connection-oriented transport protocol on the Internet. It provides 
fully reliable, in-order, byte-stream, end-to-end data delivery services by using connection man-
agement, congestion and flow control, and loss recovery mechanisms.  
Connection Management: TCP has a complex connection management mechanism. It first 
uses 3-way handshakes to open a data channel for data transfer. That is, the TCP sender sends a 
SYN packet, the TCP receiver replies with a corresponding SYN-ACK packet, and the TCP 
sender replies with an ACK packet. After opening the data channel, data packets can be transmit-
ted in both directions. After transferring all data packets, the TCP sender and receiver use 2-way 
handshakes to close the pre-established data channel. That is, the TCP sender sends a FIN 
packet, the TCP receiver replies with a corresponding ACK packet. Then, immediately the TCP 
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receiver sends a FIN packet, the TCP sender replies with a corresponding ACK packet. Note that 
the ACK packet sent by the TCP sender in the 3-way handshakes is usually piggy-backed in the 
first data packet. 
Congestion and Flow control: Schemes that TCP uses to control network congestion can be 
categorize into two types: window-based schemes and rate-based schemes. Since WP-TCP uses 
the window-based scheme, the rate-based schemes are not discussed in this chapter. In window-
based schemes, TCP sender maintains a congestion window that regulates number of unacknow-
ledged data packets in the network. Each sent packet consumes a slot in the congestion window 
and the sender can send a packet only if a free slot is available in the congestion window. When 
an acknowledgement for outstanding packet(s) is received, the window is shifted and free slot(s) 
become available. On the other hand, TCP uses slide window (in sequence space) to implement a 
flow control between sender and receiver. The TCP receiver notifies the TCP sender the amount 
of free space available in the receiver’s buffer by using an advertised window. The TCP sender 
performs congestion and flow control by ensuring that the transmission window does not exceed 
the congestion window and receiver’s advertised window size.   
Loss Recovery: TCP uses timer-driven and data-driven retransmissions mechanisms to dis-
cover and recover packet losses. The data-driven recovery mechanism relies on feedback from 
cumulative acknowledgements (ACKs). When a packet is lost, the receipt of all later packets 
generates duplicate ACKs to the TCP sender. The TCP sender can then detect the lost packet and 
retransmit it when the number of successfully received duplicate ACKs exceeds a predetermined 
threshold.  In timer-driven recovery mechanism, the TCP sender maintains the timer. If a posi-
tive cumulative ACK for a packet is not received within a certain timeout interval, the TCP 
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sender retransmits the missing packet and backoff exponentially after each unsuccessful retrans-
mission. The timeout interval is normally determined by using an estimated round-trip time.  
2.3.2 WP-TCP Mechanisms  
WP-TCP uses basic TCP mechanisms for connection management and flow control. However, 
it utilizes modified TCP mechanisms for congestion control and loss recovery and enhanced pro-
cedure for measuring round-trip times (RTT) and computing retransmission timeouts (RTO).  
Congestion control and loss recovery mechanisms: The WP-TCP sender maintains a con-
gestion window, which limits the number of outstanding unacknowledged data packets in the 
network, and a slow start threshold, which determines the rate of adjusting the congestion win-
dow. On startup, congestion window and slow start threshold are initialized to the initial window 
and maximum window size, respectively. Whenever a new ACK is received, the congestion win-
dow is increased by one packet if it is below the slow start threshold (slow start phase) and by 
1/(congestion window) if it is equal to or greater than slow the start threshold (congestion avoid-
ance phase). In either phase, the upper limit of congestion window increase is the maximum win-
dow size. The WP-TCP sender assumes a packet is lost either after a timeout or after receiving a 
certain number of consecutive duplicate ACKs (ACK with the sequence number same as the 
previous ACK). This number is normally referred to as the duplicate ACK threshold. When a 
timeout occurs, the slow start threshold is set to the larger of {2, (congestion window)/2} and the 
congestion window is reset to one. The lowest unacknowledged packet is retransmitted and the 
WP-TCP sender enters the slow start phase. In the case of packet loss, indicated by duplicate 
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ACKs, fast retransmit is invoked followed by fast recovery. The fast recovery procedure ensures 
that the congestion avoidance phase follows after fast retransmit and not the slow start phase.  
RTT Measurement and RTO computation: Whenever a data packet is sent, the WP-TCP 
sender places a timestamp in the Timestamp Value field (TSVal) in the data packet. The time-
stamp value is obtained from a local clock. When a new in-order data packet is received at the 
WP-TCP receiver, the timestamp value from TSVal is stored in a local variable TS.recent. When-
ever an acknowledgement packet is sent, the WP-TCP receiver copies the current timestamp 
stored in TS.recent to the Timestamp Echo Reply field (TSecr) in the acknowledgement packet. 
When a valid acknowledgement packet arrives at the WP-TCP sender, the sample round-trip 
time (RTT) is computed as a difference between the current time of the local clock and the time-
stamp echoed in the TSecr. For every RTT, sampled at the WP-TCP sender, retransmission time-
out (RTO) is computed by using the following procedural steps.  
 (1 )RTTVAR RTTVAR SRTT RTTβ β← − ⋅ + ⋅ −  (2.1) 
and  
 (1 ) ,SRTT SRTT RTTα α← − ⋅ + ⋅  (2.2) 
where SRTT (smoothed round-trip time) and RTTVAR (round-trip time variation) are state vari-
ables, and α  = 1/8 and β  = 1/4. The WP-TCP sender updates the RTO as  
 { }max , ,RTO SRTT G k RTTVAR← + ⋅  (2.3) 
where G is a clock granularity and k = 4. 
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2.3.3 WP-TCP Performance   
Standard TCP tends to perform poorly over wireless links [61]. Therefore, WP-TCP has been 
adopted in WAP 2.0 to cope with the unpleasant wireless links characteristics. However, when 
WP-TCP is deployed in an integrated WLAN and WWAN, its performance can dramatically de-
grade due to vertical handover, which can result in bandwidth-delay product mismatch, prema-
ture timeouts, inrush packet transmission, false fast retransmit, and burst packet losses.  
During hard upward or downward vertical handover, all or a large number of in-flight data and 
acknowledgement packets can get lost. This can result in burst losses of data packets which can 
only be recovered by a costly timeout mechanism. Furthermore, the burst losses of acknowledg-
ment packets can lead to unnecessary stalling of the transmission process.  
WP-TCP uses a congestion window to control the number of in-flight packets, which is ideally 
equivalent to the bandwidth-delay product of the network path. The congestion window is lim-
ited to the TCP maximum window and adjusted according to the additive increase and multipli-
cative decrease (AIMD) congestion control mechanism [62]. Since the congestion window is 
usually adjusted slowly, any abrupt change in bandwidth-delay product after vertical handover 
can result in congestion of the bottleneck link or underutilization of the new network path.  
During soft upward vertical handover, the WP-TCP sender continues to transmit data packets 
through WWAN at the same (or higher) rate of receiving acknowledgement packets from the 
WLAN. Since the WLAN has relatively higher bandwidth as compared to the WWAN, the in-
rush data packets transmission in WWAN can lead to temporary congestion and packet losses 
which in turn degrade the WP-TCP performance. After soft upward vertical handover the round-
trip time delay can suddenly and significantly increase, This can result in WP-TCP premature 
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timeouts. The premature timeouts can degrade the WP-TCP performance by triggering unneces-
sary packet retransmission and congestion control response.  
When soft downward vertical handover occurs, new data packets transmitted through WLAN 
can arrive at the WP-TCP receiver before the old data packets transmitted through the WWAN 
(i.e., data packet reordering). The data packet reordering can generate a sufficiently large number 
of duplicate acknowledgement packets which may result in false fast retransmit. The false fast 
retransmit can degrade the WP-TCP performance by triggering unnecessary packet retransmis-
sion and congestion control response. 
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Chapter 3 
Channel Model for Integrated WLAN 
and WWAN 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the main issues in studying the performance of transport mechanisms in the scenarios 
presented in Section 1.2 is the availability of appropriate packet level models for wireless links. 
Consequently, in this chapter, we focus on establishing packet level models for WWAN, WLAN, 
and WLAN-WWAN links.  
The effects of channel fading in WLAN have been reported in several studies [4], [5], [6]. It is 
revealed that WLAN has considerable transmission errors due to channel fading. In the literature, 
there is a limited packet level WLAN models which capture the effects of transmission errors 
due to channel fading. The well-known analytical model proposed by Bianchi [7] and its variants 
[8], [9] do not capture the impact of transmission errors. To remedy this problem, several ana-
lytical models [10], [11] have been proposed to capture the impact of transmission errors. How-
ever, these models are based on an independent packet loss assumption which does not portray 
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the wireless fading channel well. For WWAN, there are several models [3] which can be used to 
describe the error process at the packet level. These models can capture most of the wireless im-
pairments, such as interference and fading. To the best of our knowledge there is no reasonable 
packet level channel model for WWAN-WLAN link in the open literature. Various research 
studies have analyzed the performances of integrated mobile WLAN and WWAN [12], [13], 
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], but most of the studies are based on simulations or meas-
urements. Also, available packet level channel models for multi-hop wireless links are mostly 
based on homogeneous multi-hop wireless links. Therefore, they cannot be used to present char-
acteristics of the WLAN-WWAN links at the packet level. 
In order to facilitate the performance analysis of the transport mechanisms in integrated 
WLAN and WWAN, we construct a new analytical model for WLAN link, which captures the 
impact of both uncorrelated and correlated transmission errors. Then, based on the new WLAN 
link and existing WWAN link models, we develop an analytical model for WWAN-WLAN link, 
which describes the packet loss probability and packet loss burst length. Finally, we conduct ex-
tensive analysis, which shed some light on the design of transport mechanisms over integrated 
mobile WLAN and WWAN.  
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 develops packet level mod-
els for WLAN, WWAN, and WLAN-WWAN links. Extensive simulation and analytical results 
are presented in Section 3.3 and the summary of this chapter is given in Section 3.4.   
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3.2 Packet Level Wireless Links Models 
In this section, we construct packet level models for WLAN, WWAN, and WLAN-WWAN 
links. For WLAN, N  saturated MNs (i.e., each MN always has a packet to send) are assumed to 
share the WLAN channel and transmission failures are due to either packet collision or channel 
fading. The IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF) [63] is used for media access 
control. For WWAN, we consider a dedicated fading channel. Therefore, transmission errors are 
only due to channel fading of the received signal strength. In addition, a truncated automatic re-
peat request (ARQ) scheme is used to recover transmission failure. In order to approximate the 
correlated transmission error behavior in the WLAN, WWAN, and WLAN-WWAN links, we 
use a discrete-time two-state Markov channel model [64], which has a good state and a bad state. 
In the good state a packet is transmitted successfully and in the bad state a packet is transmitted 
unsuccessfully. The details on a two-state Markov channel model constructed for particular link 
are presented in the next subsections. For easy reference, the notions used frequently in this 
chapter are listed in Table 3.1. 
3.2.1 WWAN Link Model 
Our study is based on urban areas (Section 1.2), where there are practically no paths of direct 
transmission between MNs and a BS in the WWAN. We consider that slowly varying fading due 
to the distance or shadowing is compensated by the power-controlled transmission and packet 
transmission rate (in packets/seconds) much higher than the maximum Doppler frequency (Hz). 
Consequently, at the data link layer, it is reasonable to consider a non-line-of-sight (NLOS) fre-
quency-nonselective (flat) slow fading wireless channel. This type of fading channel can be 
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modeled as a multiplicative complex Gaussian random process c(t) with zero mean and covari-
ance function K(τ) = J0(2πfd |τ|) [65], where J0(·)  is the zeroth order Bessel function of the first 
kind, fd = vfc/vc is the maximum Doppler frequency, v is the velocity of a vehicle, fc is the carrier 
frequency, and vc is the speed of light. The corresponding power spectrum for the Gaussian proc-
ess is given by  
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 (3.1) 
The envelope α(t) defined as |c(t)| is Rayleigh-distributed at any time t. This model has been 
widely accepted as it has been proven to achieve good predictions of measured signal statistics 
[65]. Given a modulation scheme, the dynamics of the fading channel can be characterized at the 
packet level. However, the performance analysis of high-level protocols becomes quite complex. 
As an alternative to this problem, a widely adopted two-state Markov channel model [3], with 
good state g and bad state b, is used to approximate the error process at the packet level. The 
time slot duration for the Markov chain equals the packet transmission time in WWAN. Let Г be 
the fading margin. That is, the maximum fading attenuation that the system can tolerate. Then, 
the average transmission error probability is given as [3]  
 1/1 .WWANb eπ









P  be the WWAN link state transition matrix, where xyp is the transition 




Table 3.1. List of local notions for Chapter 3 
Notation Definition (unit) 
fc carrier frequency (Hz) 
v velocity of a vehicle (m/sec) 
vc speed of light (299 792 458 m/sec) 
Г fading margin: maximum fading attenuation that the system can tolerate (dB) 
Bl  average number of consecutive WLAN time slots in the bad state 
X
bπ  wireless link { , }X WLAN WWAN∈  packet loss probability, below data link layer  
X
Fπ  wireless link { , }X WLAN WWAN∈ packet loss probability, above data link layer  
l retransmission retry limit of the truncated ARQ scheme for the WWAN 
m retransmission retry limit of the IEEE 802.11 MAC scheme for the WLAN 
Pl probability of packet loss over WWAN-WLAN link 
Lb average number of consecutive packet losses over WWAN-WLAN link 
N number of mobile nodes in WLAN.  
[ ]XYp=P  
transition matrix of the two-state Markov chain for WWAN link, where an element 
XYp  denotes the transition probability from state X  to state Y  
[ ]XYq=Q  
transition matrix of the two-state Markov chain for WLAN link, where an element 
XYq denotes the transition probability from state X  to state Y  
[ ]XYr=R  
transition matrix of the two-state Markov chain for WLAN-WWAN link, where an 
element XYr denotes the transition probability from state X  to state Y  
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 and 0 (2 )dJ f Dρ π=  is the Gaussian correlation coefficient of two samples 
of the complex amplitude in a fading channel, which are sampled D seconds apart. ( , )Q ⋅ ⋅  is the 
Marcum Q function. Note that 1gb ggp p= −  and 1 .bg bbp p= −  
By deploying the truncated ARQ scheme, a sender retransmits a packet until the packet is suc-
cessfully delivered, or dropped the packet if the retry limit l (including the first transmission) is 
reached [66]. Consequently, the probability that a packet is lost in the WWAN link can be found 
as 
 1.WWAN WWAN lF b bbpπ π
−=  (3.5) 
3.2.2 WLAN Link Model 
A time slot in the Markov chain, E[slot], is defined as the time interval between two consecu-
tive backoff counter decrements [7], and it can be found in Appendix A. In general, the upper 
bound of E[slot] equals the transmission time of a packet. The transmission time of a 1000-byte 
packet over the WLAN with 11 Mbps channel is less than 1 ms. On the other hand, a relative 
movement speed of the communicating devices or other objects in in-vehicle WLANs is usually 
very low. In practice, the channel coherence time can be approximated as 42.3% of multiplica-
tive inverse of the maximum Doppler frequency (a more conservative approximation) [67]. The 
maximum Doppler frequency of the fading channel, with user velocity of 5 m/s (18 km/hour) and 
carrier frequency of 2.4 GHz, is about 40 Hz. In that case, the channel coherence time is more 
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than 10 ms. From this observation and other research [68], E[slot] is generally much less than the 
WLAN channel coherence time. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the state transitions of the 
Markov channel model after every time slot. In the bad state, a packet transmission fails while a 
packet transmission is successful in the good state if there is no collision. The transition prob-
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Q  (3.6) 
where xyq is the transition probability from state { , }x b g∈  to state { , }.y b g∈  Given an average 
error rate ( )WLANbπ , defined as average transmission error probability (the ratio of the number of 
erroneous packets to the total number of packets sent), and a burst length ( )Bl , defined as the av-
erage number of consecutive time slots in the bad state, the transition probabilities can be com-
puted as  



















The fading parameters Bl  and 
WLAN
bπ  can be obtained from measurements or from wireless chan-
nel profiles by considering the physical characteristics of the channel and the physical layer 
modulation/coding schemes used [6].  
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Figure 3.1 illustrates the transmission success/failure behaviors in the IEEE 802.11 basic ac-
cess mode1. For tactical analysis, it is assumed that a packet transmission is successful when 
channel condition is good (g) and no collisions (coll) occur at the transmission time slot. A 
maximum of m retransmissions are attempted before the packet is aborted (i.e., after m+1 trans-
mission failures). For every transmission failure, the sender defers its transmission for a random 
duration, i.e., backoff interval. In Figure 3.1, 1iτ +  denotes the time slot where a packet transmis-
sion occurs at the ith backoff stage (0 ),i m≤ ≤  where m is the transmission retry limit. Since the 
backoff stage length (in numbers of E[slot]) is uniformly chosen in the range [0, 1],iW −  where 
min2
i
iW CW=  and minCW  is the minimum contention window size, the average length of the ith 
backoff stage ( )in  can be computed as ( 1) / 2.i in W= −   
The transition probability from state { , }x b g∈  at time slot iτ  to state { , }y b g∈  at time slot 
1iτ + , denoted by 
( ) ,inxyq  can be obtained from elements in the ni-step transition probability matrix, 
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Q  (3.9) 
As indicated before, a packet transmission fails when the channel is bad after winning channel 
contention or when a collision occurs in the good state. Since a packet loss occurs after m+1 con-
secutive transmission failures, there are 2m+1 possible unique sequences (traces) of the WLAN 
channel states for a packet loss event. Let 0 1{( , ,..., )}i mT s s s∈  denote the ith trace of all possible 
                                                     
 
1 Even though another access mode, request-to-send (RTS)/clear-to-send (CTS), is efficient to overcome the hidden-node prob-
lem, it is disabled in most products available in the current market [25]. Therefore, we assume the basic access mode. 
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traces, where { , }ks b g∈  is the WLAN channel state in the kth transmission attempt (see Figure 













= Θ ⋅∑  (3.10) 
where p is the probability that a collision occurs when a packet is transmitted, ( )iN T  is the num-
ber of transmission attempts in the good channel state (or the number of packet collisions) in the 
trace iT , and ( )iTΘ  is the occurrence probability of trace 0 1( , ,..., )i mT s s s=  which can be found 
as  
 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
(0) (1) ( ) (0) (1) ( )( ) ... ... .
m m m m
WLAN m WLAN m
i b bs s s s s g gs s s s sT q q q q q qπ π− −Θ = +  (3.11) 
( )i
xyq (for , { , })x y b g∈  represents 
( )in
xyq  in (3.9), and ( )
WLAN
b gb gb bgq q qπ = +  and 
( )WLANg bg gb bgq q qπ = +   are the steady state probabilities that the WLAN link conditions are bad 
and good, respectively.  
(backoff slot)E[slot]
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Figure 3.1. Transmission success/failure behaviors in the IEEE 802.11 WLAN 
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Let bw(t) and bs(t) respectively denote the stochastic processes representing the backoff win-
dow size and the backoff stage for a given node at time t [8]. The packet transmission behavior 
can be described by a two-dimensional process as {bs(t),bw(t)}. Let ,i kb  be the stationary distri-
bution of the Markov chain, i.e., , lim { ( ) , ( ) }.i k tb P bs t i bw t k→∞= = =  τ  is the probability that a 
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and m′  is the number of contention window sizes (i.e., the maximum contention window size is 
2 )m′  and W is the minimum contention window size. 
To compute the packet transmission failure probability ,fp  we use the same assumptions and 
notations as in [7], [8]. Even though we consider burst transmission errors in the derivation of 
,WLANFπ  it is quite complicated to consider burst transmission errors in the derivation of .fp  
Therefore, we assume that fp  is affected by independent transmission errors. This approxima-
tion can be acceptable since fp  mainly captures the average transmission failure rate. For in-
stance, if we randomly sample an error sequence (i.e., iτ  in Figure 3.1), the average error rate of 
the sampled sequence remains the same as the original error rate and it is independent of the self-
correlated coefficient of the original sequence. Furthermore, the transmission probability in the 
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ni-step transition matrix approaches the steady state probability (i.e., ( )in WLANxy yq π≈ ) when ni is 
sufficiently large. Note that the contention window size increases exponentially and CWmin is 32 
in the IEEE 802.11b specification, which is sufficiently large for justifying the approximation. In 
Section 3.3, we will validate this approximation through simulation. Given N saturated nodes, 
the collision probability p is given by 11 (1 ) .Np τ −= − −  Then, the packet transmission failure 
probability, fp , in a given slot can be approximated as  
 (1 ) .WLAN WLANf b bp pπ π≈ + −  (3.14) 
Using (3.12), (3.13), and (3.14),  fp  and p can be computed numerically. Once we obtain the 
packet transmission failure probability fp  and the collision probability p, we can use (3.10) to 
calculate the packet loss probability in WLAN, considering correlated channel fading.  
3.2.3 WLAN-WWAN Link Model  
Since downlink traffic dominate uplink traffic for many Internet applications (e.g., web brows-
ing and file downloads), we focus on the downlink transmission. That is, a packet is first trans-
mitted over the WWAN link and then over the WLAN link. In this Subsection, we consider the 
models for WWAN and WLAN, respectively presented in Subsection 3.2.1 in Subsection 3.2.2, 
and develop a two-state Markov model for WLAN-WWAN link.  
Let us consider a two-state Markov chain with failure (F) and success (S) states. A packet is 
successfully transmitted in state S and dropped in state F. Let xyr  be the transition probability 











R  (3.15) 
where 1FS FFr r= −  and 1 .SF SSr r= −  The packet loss burst length (Lb), defined as the average 
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−∑  (3.16)  
The packet loss probability (Pl), defined as the probability that a packet is lost over the WWAN-












In order to compute Lb and Pl, we need to find expressions for transition probabilities SSr  and 
FFr . From the WWAN link model (Subsection 3.2.1) and WLAN link model (Subsection 3.2.2), 
the packet loss probability over the WWAN-WLAN link, can also be computed as 
 (1 ) .WWAN WWAN WLANl F F FP π π π= + − ⋅  (3.18) 
By combining (3.17) and (3.18), SSr  can be expressed in terms of FFr  and other known variables. 
Therefore, we only need to find the expression for FFr  in order to define all transition probabili-
ties in matrix R, that characterizes the two-state Markov chain.  
Let X and Y denote two consecutive packet transmission events over the WWAN-WLAN link. 
By definition, FFr  means Pr( | )Y F X F= =  and it can be written as 
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where Pr( , )Y F Y F= =  is the joint probability that two consecutive packets are lost. Pr( )X F=  
is simply given by (1 ) .WWAN WWAN WLANF F Fπ π π+ − ⋅  To calculate Pr( , )X F Y F= = , let A and B be the 
events that a packet is lost over the WWAN and WLAN links, respectively. Then, 
Pr( , )X F Y F= =  is given by 
 
Pr( , ) Pr( , ) Pr( , )
                                                    Pr( , ) Pr( , ).
X F Y F X A Y A X A Y B
X B Y A X B Y B
= = = = = + = =
+ = = + = =
 (3.20) 
The remainder of this subsection presents the expressions for Pr( , ),X A Y A= =  
Pr( , ),X A Y B= =  Pr( , ),X B Y A= =  and Pr( , ).X B Y B= =  
3.2.3.1 Expression for Pr(X = A, Y = A) 
The event (X = A, Y = A) represents that the first packet is lost over the WWAN link and the 
second packet is also lost over the WWAN link. The probability of the first packet loss is .WWANFπ  
Since the first packet is discarded at the WWAN link, the WWAN link condition during the last 
transmission of the first packet is bad. Therefore, the probability that the first transmission of the 
second packet fails is given by .bbp  Also, if all 1l −  retransmissions fail, the second packet is 
discarded. Consequently, Pr(X = A, Y = A) is given by 
 1Pr( , ) .WWAN lF bb bbX A Y A p pπ
−= = = ⋅  (3.21) 
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3.2.3.2 Expression for Pr(X = A, Y = B) 
The event (X = A, Y = B) refers to the case where the first packet is lost over the WWAN link 
and the second packet is lost over the WLAN link. Since the first packet is lost at the WWAN 
link, the WWAN link state at the lth transmission of the first packet is bad. To successfully 
transmit the second packet over the WWAN link, the WWAN link should be in the good state. 
Let bφ  be the probability that the second packet transmission over the WWAN link is successful 
given that the link state at the last trial of the first packet is bad. Then, bφ  is derived as 




b bg bb bg bb bg bb bg bg bb
bb
pp p p p p p p p p
p
φ − −= + + + + = = −
−
L  (3.22) 
 
where 1ibb bgp p
−  represents the probability that the WWAN link state becomes good at the ith at-
tempt (1 i l≤ ≤ ). On the other hand, the probability that the second packet is lost over the WLAN 
link is .WLANFπ  Consequently, Pr(X = A, Y = B) is derived as 
 Pr( , ) WWAN WLANF b FX A Y B π φ π= = = . (3.23) 
3.2.3.3 Expression for Pr(X = B, Y = A) 
In the event (X = B, Y = A), the first packet is lost over the WLAN link and its probability is 
(1 ) .WWAN WLANF Fπ π−  In this case, the WWAN link state at the last attempt of the first packet is 
good. However, the second packet is dropped at the WWAN link due to bad link condition. The 
probability for this event is 1.lgb bbp p
−  Consequently, Pr(X = B, Y = A) is given by  
 1Pr( , ) (1 )WWAN WLAN lF F gb bbX B Y A p pπ π
−= = = − . (3.24) 
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3.2.3.4 Expression for Pr(X = B, Y = B) 
For the event (X = B, Y = B), two consecutive packets are lost over the WLAN link. This im-
plies that two consecutive packets are successfully transmitted over the WWAN link. Let gφ  be 
the probability that the second packet transmission over the WWAN link is successful given that 
the WWAN link state on the last transmission attempt of the first packet is good. Also let Fθ  be 
the probability that the second packet is lost over the WLAN link when the first packet is lost 
over the WLAN link. Then, Pr(X = B, Y = B) is given by 
 Pr( , ) (1 ) .WWAN WLANF F g FX B Y B π π φ θ= = = −  (3.25) 
Similar to bφ  in (3.22),  gφ  is obtained from 
 2 2 11 ,l lg gg gb bg gb bb bg gb bb bg gb bb bg gb bbp p p p p p p p p p p p p pφ
− −= + + + + + = −L  (3.26) 
where ggp  is the probability that the WWAN link condition is good at the first transmission at-
tempt and 2igb bb bgp p p
−  is the probability of the event when the WWAN link becomes good at the 
ith transmission attempt ( 2 i l≤ ≤ ).  
In order to derive the expression Fθ , let us consider the WLAN model developed in Subsec-
tion 3.2.2, where a transmission failure over the WLAN link is caused by a collision or transmis-
sion error. Let 0|iT s x=  be a trace with 0 { , }s x b g= ∈ , where js  is the WLAN link state at the 
jth transmission attempt. Similarly, |i mT s x=  represents a trace with { , }.ms x b g= ∈  Then,  Fθ  
is represented by 
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where ( | )( | ) i mN T s bb i m
i
T s b pω == Θ =∑  and ( | )( | ) .i mN T s gg i m
i
T s g pω == Θ =∑  That is, bω  and gω  
are the probabilities that the last transmission failure of the first packet in the WLAN link is due 
to transmission error and collision, respectively. In (3.27), the first term refers to the case that the 
second packet is lost over the WLAN link when the last transmission of the first packet fails due 
to bad link condition. The second term represents that the second packet is lost over the WLAN 
link when the first packet fails at the last transmission attempt due to collision. ( )bΘ ⋅  and ( )gΘ ⋅  
are the occurrence probabilities when the WLAN link states at the last transmission of the previ-
ous packet (i.e., 0τ  in Figure 3.1) are known as bad and good, respectively. For a given 
0 1( , ,..., ),i mT s s s= they are defined as 0 0 1 1
(0) (1) ( )( ) ...
m m
m
b i bs s s s sT q q q −Θ =  and 0 0 1 1
(0) (1) ( )( ) ... .
m m
m
g i gs s s s sT q q q −Θ =   
3.3 Model Verification and Analysis  
We verify the correctness of the analytical model by conducting extensive simulations using 
the ns-2 simulator [69] and analyze the influence of velocity and load of the mobile WLAN,   
WLAN and WWAN retransmit retry limits, and WLAN and WWAN channel conditions on 
WLAN-WWAN link packet loss probability and packet loss burst length. For realistic simula-
tions, we use continuous-time two-state error models for the WWAN and WLAN links. That is, 
the durations of the good and bad states are drawn from exponential distributions where the av-
erage durations correspond to those in the discrete-time two-state error model used in the ana-
lytical model.  
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The following parameters are used for our simulation and analytical results, unless otherwise 
explicitly stated. The carrier frequency of the WWAN link is 900 MHz. The WWAN bandwidth 
is assumed to be 400 Kbps and the payload size is fixed to 250 bytes. Hence, the transmission 
time of a packet over the WWAN link is 5 msec. The default values (i.e., the values used if they 
are not explicitly stated) for velocity is 10 m/s and fading margin is 10 dB. Regarding the WLAN 
link, the transmission error rate and burst error length are 0.01 and 1000 slots, respectively. The 
default values of retransmission limits for the WWAN and WLAN links are 4. The number of 
MNs within a vehicle is varied from 1 to 20 and its default value is 10. The parameters for 
WLAN follow those of the IEEE 802.11b specification in [8] and the data rate is 11 Mbps. To 
obtain more accurate results, the simulation is conducted for 100 packets and repeated 100 times 
with different random seeds. 
From Figures 3.2-3.8, it can be seen that despite of approximations considered in Section 3.2, 
the analytical results are in close agreement with simulation results. This verifies the reasonable-
ness of our assumptions and correctness of the analysis. 
3.3.1 Mobile WLAN Velocity and Load 
Figure 3.2 shows the effect of velocity (v) of the mobile WLAN and the numbers of MNs in 
WLAN (N) on packet loss probability (Pl) of the WWAN-WLAN link. It can be seen that Pl de-
creases as v increases. This observation can be explained as follows. When v increases, the Dop-
pler frequency increases (i.e., the WWAN link’s coherence time decreases) and that reduces the 
burstiness of the transmission errors in the WWAN link. Since there is a finite number of re-
transmission attempts in the WWAN link, Pl decreases as v increases and then Pl remains fairly 
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constant when v exceeds a certain value. Figure 3.2 also indicates that Pl increases as N (load of 
the mobile WLAN) increases. This is due to the fact that transmission errors in the WLAN link 
are fairly steady; therefore, the number of competing nodes is an important factor affecting the 
packet loss probability. In other words, as the number of nodes serviced by a single AP in a mo-
bile WLAN increases, the packet losses due to frequent collisions also increase.  
Note that even though analytical and simulation results in Figure 3.2 are mostly consistent, 
there is some discrepancy between them when N is small and v is low. This discrepancy is par-
tially due to the fact that the channel coherence time increases as v decreases. Therefore, the in-
dependent transmission errors assumption made for pf and p becomes less valid for lower values 
of v.   
 
Figure 3.2. Effects of v and N on Pl  (A: Analysis, S: Simulation) 
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Figure 3.3 plots the packet loss burst length (Lb) over the WWAN-WLAN link as a function of 
v. It can be seen that when v < 5 m/s, Lb is drastically reduced as v increases. However, Lb in-
creases with v when 5 m/s < v < 20 m/s and Lb remains fairly constant for v > 20m/s. This inter-
esting observation can be explained as follows. From (3.16) and (3.19), Lb can be written as a 
function of Fπ  and Pr(X = F, Y = F), i.e., ( Pr( , )).b F FL X F Y Fπ π= − = =  Since Fπ  is more 
sensitive to the channel coherence time than Pr(X = F, Y = F), Fπ  is more drastically reduced 
than Pr( , )F X F Y Fπ − = =  with v when v < 5 m/s. Accordingly, Lb decreases as v increases. On 
the other hand, when v exceeds 5 m/s, Pr(X = F, Y = F) becomes almost constant. Therefore, Lb 
can be represented in the form ( ) ( )f x x x a= −  1 ( ),a x a= + − where f(x), x and a correspond to 
Lb, Fπ , and Pr(X = F, Y = F), respectively, and a is a constant. As mentioned before, Fπ  is re-
duced as v increases. Consequently, Lb increases as v increases because f(x) is a decreasing func-
tion of x > a. However, if v exceeds 20m/s, the reduction of Fπ  is also negligible. Therefore, Lb 
does not further increase.  
From Figure 3.3, it is also shown that Lb is reduced as N increases. Since Pr(X = F, Y = F) is 
mainly affected by the fading process in the WWAN and WLAN links, it is rarely affected by N. 
Therefore, Pr(X = F, Y = F) can be considered as a constant with respect to N and thus Lb can be 
represented as a decreasing function of Fπ , similar to f(x). Since Fπ  increases with N, Lb is re-
duced as N increases. 
3.3.2 Retransmission Retry Limits 
The link layer retransmission mechanisms are essentially employed in order to improve trans-
mission reliability. Let 1l −  and m be retransmission retry limit set in the WWAN and WLAN 
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links, respectively. The effects of l and m on Pl are respectively shown in Figure 3.4 and Figure 
3.5. In Figure 3.4, it can be seen that Pl is reduced when a large l is employed. However, the ef-
fect of l becomes insignificant at a high value of v. As v increases, the coherence time in the 
WWAN link apparently decreases. Therefore, burst transmission errors in the WWAN link are 
infrequent when v is high, and thus the reduction of Pl by employing a large l is not noticeable. 
Similarly, Pl can be reduced by increasing m as shown in Figure 3.5. In the WLAN link, more 
packets are lost due to collisions when N is large. Therefore, the effectiveness of a large m on Pl 
becomes apparent as N increases. 
 
 




Figure 3.4. Effect of l  on Pl  (A: Analysis, S: Simulation) 
 
Figure 3.5. Effect of m on Pl  (A: Analysis, S: Simulation) 
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3.3.3 Wireless Link Conditions 
The fading margin Г is the maximum fading attenuation that the system can tolerate. There-
fore, the WWAN link condition (transmission error probability in WWAN) can be varied by 
changing the fading margin Г. The WLAN link condition (transmission error probability in 
WLAN) can be varied by changing the average error rate .WLANbπ   
Figure 3.6 shows the effect of the WWAN link conditions on Pl. As we expected, Pl decreases 
as Г increases. However, this trend is only visible when v is sufficiently low. This is due to the 
fact that when v is high, the burstiness of WWAN transmission errors is negligible. Since most 
non-bursty WWAN transmission errors can be recovered using ARQ, the effect of the WWAN 
transmission error probability is not significant for a high value of v. Figure 3.7 indicates that the 
effects of WLANbπ  on Pl becomes clearer when lB is high. The approximate increasing rates in Pl 
are 0.01 and 0.68 when lB is 100 and 1000, respectively. Figure 3.8 demonstrates the effects of 
WLAN
bπ  and lB on the packet loss burst length (Lb). When lB is 100, the packet loss burstiness is 
negligible, i.e., Lb is almost 1.0. However, when lB is 500 or 1000, an apparent Lb larger than 1.0 
is observed. 
3.4 Summary  
In this chapter, we have proposed channel models based on two-state Markov chains in order 
to facilitate the performance analysis of the transport mechanisms in integrated WLAN and 
WWAN. First, we have developed a novel analytical model which describes packet transmission 
over a fading channel for the IEEE 802.11-based WLAN link. Then, based on the developed 
WLAN model and existing WWAN model, we have constructed a WLAN-WWAN model and 
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derived the expressions for packet loss probability and packet loss burst length. Finally, we have 
verified the correctness of the developed model and analyzed its behavior at the packet level.  
The main contributions in this chapter are three-fold: 1) we have constructed a novel analytical 
model for WLAN link. Unlike the previous WLAN models, our analytical model captures the 
impact of both uncorrelated and correlated transmission errors; 2) we have developed analytical 
model which can describe the packet loss probability and packet loss burst length of the 
WWAN-WLAN link. This model is suitable for describing the packet level characteristics of in-
tegrated mobile WLAN and WWAN; and 3) we have conducted extensive analysis, which sheds 
some lights to designing heterogeneous wireless networks such as integrated mobile WLAN and 
WWAN.   
 
 




Figure 3.7. Effect of WLAN link condition on Pl (A: Analysis, S: Simulation) 
 
Figure 3.8. Effect of WLAN link condition on Lb (A: Analysis, S: Simulation) 
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Chapter 4 
Analytical Framework for Short-lived 
WP-TCP Flows 
4.1 Introduction 
The connection life time of WP-TCP short-lived flows is considerably short compared to the 
network residence times. Consequently, the effects of vertical handover on the performance of 
WP-TCP short-lived over integrated static WLAN and WWAN are negligible. Therefore, the 
performance of WP-TCP short-lived flows in the network scenarios of our interest (summarized 
in Section 1.2) can be analyzed by using generic packet level channel models that can capture the 
effects of transmission errors in WWAN, WLAN, and WWAN-WLAN links.  
A limited amount of analytical frameworks for studying the performance of WP-TCP short-
lived flows have been reported in the literature. Since WP-TCP is one of the TCP variants, pre-
vious analytical framework for standard TCP short-lived flows may be used. There are several 
analytical models proposed for short-lived TCP transfers [21], [22], [23], [24]. Unfortunately, 
these models are based on an independent packet loss assumption which does not fit well in the 
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wireless environment. In order to study the performance of WP-TCP short-lived flows with rea-
sonable accuracy, the packet level channel models, which capture both correlated and uncorre-
lated transmission errors, need to be developed. 
In Chapter 3, it has been shown that two-state Markov channel model can capture both corre-
lated and independent packet losses that can occur in WWAN, WLAN, and WWAN-WLAN 
links. In this chapter, we develop an analytical framework for WP-TCP short-lived flows based 
on the two-state Markov channel model and study the performance. We first derive an explicit 
mathematical expression that estimate the WP-TCP transfer delay and then analyze the transfer 
delay performance. Simulation results are also provided to verify the accuracy of analytical re-
sults.  
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The analytical framework for studying 
the performance of WP-TCP short-lived flows is developed in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 discusses 
the simulation and analytical results, followed by summary of this chapter in Section 4.4.  
4.2 Analytical Framework  
In this section, we develop an analytical framework for studying the performance of WP-TCP 
short-lived flows where a single pair WP-TCP sender-receiver is assumed to run over the wire-
less channel whose average error rate (e) and packet burst length (BL) is approximated by the 
two-state Markov channel model. Note that e is a ratio of the number of packets corrupted to the 
number of packets transmitted over wireless channel and BL is average length of consecutive 
packet losses (measured in packets) over wireless channel. WP-TCP is considered to be imple-
mented with all mandatory requirements and some important optional requirements (Large initial 
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window, selective acknowledgement (SACK), timestamps option for round-trip time measure-
ment). Our performance metric is file transfer time (transfer delay), which is defined as the time 
used to download a given file size.  
From Section 2.3.1, WP-TCP has three transfer stages: connection establishment, data transfer, 
and connection tearing down. Since we are only interested in the completion time of transferring 
the actual data packets, the connection tearing down stage is not considered. In case there will be 
a need to consider this stage, the modeling process of the connection tearing down stage is simi-
lar to that for the connection establishment stage. Therefore, the average file transfer time (T) can 
be found as: T = Tcs + Tdt, where Tcs is the average connection setup time and Tdt is the average 
data transfer time. For easy reference, the notions used frequently in this chapter are listed in 
Table 4.1. 
4.2.1 Connection Establishment  
The connection establishment stage is a “three-way handshake” as described in Section 2.3.1. 
In this stage, the packet losses due to wireless can occur in both the downlink direction and the 
uplink direction. Since the timeout for SYN packet is relatively large and doubles after every 
transmission retry, the correlation of SYN packet losses or SYN-ACK packet losses is very 
weak. Therefore, uncorrelated packet losses are considered in connection establishment phase. 
By assuming the same SYN timeout (Ts) and average error rate (e < 0.5) in the downlink and up-
link directions, and considering an infinite number of retries for connection establishment, the 











where l  is the channel delay defined as the time taken for a packet traveling from the WP-TCP 
sender to the WP-TCP receiver or vice-versa. The channel delay is a result of propagation delay 
and all processing delays encountered at the end nodes. Note that the time to transmit SYN or 
SYN-ACK is assumed negligible and thus the round-trip time is approximated by 2 .l  This as-
sumption is reasonable since the size of SYN and SYN-ACK packets are very small compared to 
the size of data packets.  
Table 4.1. List of local notions for Chapter 4 
Notation Definition (Unit) 
BL burst length: average length of consecutive packet losses over wireless chan-nel (packets) 
e average error rate: ratio of the number of packets corrupted and number of packets transmitted over wireless channel 
l channel delay: the time taken for a packet traveling from the WP-TCP sender to the WP-TCP receiver or vice-versa (sec) 
Wiw WP-TCP initial window (packets) 
Wmax WP-TCP maximum window size (packets) 
w  WP-TCP congestion window (packets) 
thw  WP-TCP slow start threshold (packets) 
Z  WP-TCP duplicate acknowledgement threshold (packets) 
ρ  packet length (bytes) 
F file size (bytes) 
N F ρ= ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥  file size (packets) 
[ ]ABφ=Φ  
transition matrix of the embedded Markov chain, where an element ABφ  de-
notes transition probability from state A to state B 
[ ]ABd=D  
matrix corresponding to the embedded Markov chain, where an element 
ABd transition time from state A to state B in seconds 
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4.2.2 Data Transfer  
The data transfer stage begins right after the connection establishment stage and ends when the 
sender receives an acknowledgement for the last byte of the transferred data. Figure 4.1 shows 
the approximate model for the actual WP-TCP data transfer stage. The sender begins transmis-
sion in the slow start phase until either data transfer is completed (transition a), or the channel 
changes to the bad state (transition b), or the congestion window reaches the slow start threshold 
(transition c).  Similarly, the sender remains in the congestion avoidance phase until either data 
transfer is completed (transition d), or the channel changes to the bad state (transition e). In the 
loss recovery phase, the WP-TCP sender uses duplicate acknowledgement (ACK) or timeout 
mechanisms to detect and recover lost packets. If timeout is used to detect packet loss, the sender 
enters the slow start phase (transition f) and restarts retransmission. If the duplicate ACK mecha-
nism is used to detect and recover lost packet(s), the sender enters the congestion avoidance state 
(transition g), and continues with transmission or finishes if the recovered packet completes the 
transmission (transition h). 
To track the data transfer process, we consider a random process S(t) = (c(t-1), w(t), wth(t), 
k(t)), where c(t)∈{b,g} is the channel state, w(t)∈{1,2,…,Wmax} is the congestion window, 
wth(t)∈{2,3,…, max 2W⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥  ,Wmax} is the slow start threshold,  k(t)∈{0,1,…,N} is the number of 
packets transmitted successfully, t is the time measured in slots2, Wmax is the maximum window 
size, and N is the file size measured in packets. Given a packet length ρ  in bytes and the size of 
the transfer file F in bytes, N can be computed as N F ρ= ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ . Note that according to WP-TCP 
                                                     
 
2 A slot is equal to the time used to transmit one WP-TCP data packet 
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congestion control the wth(t) is initialized to Wmax on startup and can be reset to max{ 
2, max 2W⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ } whenever required. Since w(t) cannot exceed Wmax,  the possible values for wth(t) 
are 2, 3,…, max 2W⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ , and Wmax. By sampling the random process S(t) at instants tn just after 
transition shown in Figure 4.1 occurs, the new sampled process S(tn) is a semi-Markov process 
[70] with embedded Markov chain, in the state space Ws = {(c,w,wth,k): c ∈ {{b,g}, 
w∈{1,2,…,Wmax}, wth∈{ 2,3,…, max 2W⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ , Wmax}, k∈{0,1,…,N}}, defined by the transition 
probability matrix [ ]ABφ=Φ . ABφ  denotes the transition probability from state SA W∈  to state 















Figure 4.1. Approximate model for data transfer stage 
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To compute the average data transfer time, the transitions of embedded Markov chain S(tn) are 
labeled with corresponding elements of the matrix [ ]ABd=D , where element ABd  is the transi-
tion time from state SA W∈  to state SB W∈ . To reduce the state space and computational com-
plexity, all possible states that the data transfer stage can end with are grouped to form a super 
state denoted as (X,X,X,N). Since all states forming the super state (X,X,X,N) are trapping states 
(i.e., they have no self-transitions), the vector T = [TA] whose elements represent the expected 
delay given that the transmission process starts in the initial state SA W∈  and terminates at the 
super state (X,X,X,N) can be computed as [70] 
 1 ,[ ]−′′= −Φ DT I  (4.2) 
where I is the identity matrix, ′′Φ  is obtained by deleting a row and a column corresponding to 
the super state (X,X,X,N) from ,Φ and [ ] ),( tdiag ′ ′=D Φ D  where the superscript t denotes matrix 
transpose. ′Φ  and ′D  are obtained by only deleting a row corresponding to the super state 
(X,X,X,N) from Φ and D , respectively. By considering the WP-TCP initialization procedure in-
troduced in Section 2.3.2, the possible data transfer initial states are (g,Wiw,Wmax,0) and 
(b,Wiw,Wmax,0). Consequently, the average data transfer time can be computed as 
 
max maxdt ( , , ,0) ( , , ,0)
,
iw iwg g W W b b W W
T T Tπ π= +  (4.3) 
where gπ  and bπ are the steady state probabilities of the channel being in state g and b, respec-
tively. gπ  and bπ can be computed from the transition probability matrix P as shown in [71]. To 
compute the elements of the matrices Φ  and ,D  the transmission process in the data transfer 
stage is analyzed, as depicted in Figure 4.1, in three phases: slow start, congestion avoidance, 
and loss recovery. In each phase, the initial states and possible transitions to the final states are 
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explored by conditioning the number of packets transmitted successfully. Then, for every possi-
ble transition the corresponding transition probability and transition time are computed. Note that 
this model is not expected to produce exact value for data transfer time but rather a reasonable 
approximation.  
4.2.2.1 Slow Start  
The transmission process enters the slow start phase either at the beginning of data transfer or 
when a packet loss is recovered by using the timeout mechanism. Therefore, a set of initial states 
is A = {(g,Wiw,Wmax,0) ∪ [(g,1,wth,k): wth∈{2,3,…, max 2W⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ }, k∈{1,2,…,N-1}]}, where ∪  is 
the union operation. Let s∈{1,2,…, N-k} be the number of packets transmitted successfully be-
fore a transition occurs (transfer ends or enters congestion avoidance or packet loss). Under per-
fect channel condition, the latency and dynamic of congestion window in the slow start phase 
can accurately be modeled [62]. Given the initial state (g,w,wth,k), the possible final states can be 
deterministically computed as  
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 (4.4) 
where SS( ) ( ) 2BW s w s= +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  is the congestion window after sending s packets. Note that the first 
case, second case, and third case in equation (4.4) correspond to transitions a, b, and c presented 
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where 2 2min{ 1 log (2 1 ) log (1 1 )}Q   l/w /w , s/w /w= + + + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  and l is the channel delay measured 
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4.2.2.2 Congestion Avoidance  
Since the transmission process enters the congestion avoidance phase when a packet loss is re-
covered by using the duplicate ACK mechanism or when the congestion window reaches the 
slow start threshold, a set of initial states is therefore given as A={(g,wth,wth,k): wth∈{2,3,…, 
max 2W⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ , Wmax}, k∈{1,2,…,N-1}}. Let s∈{1,2,…, N-k} be the number of packets transmitted 
successfully before transition occurs (transfer ends or packet loss occurs). Under perfect channel 
condition, the latency and dynamic of congestion window in the congestion avoidance phase can 
be modeled similar to that in [62]. Given the initial state (g,wth,wth,k), the possible final states can 
be deterministically obtained as 
 CA
th
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X X X N s N k
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where CA 2th max( ) min{ 1/ 2 ( 1/ 2) 2 , }.BW s w s W= − + − +  Note that the first case and second case 
in equation (4.7) correspond to transitions d and e presented in Figure 4.1, respectively.  The as-
sociated transition time can be found as 
 th(2 2 ) ( 1) / 2ABd s l w Q Q Q= + + − − +  (4.8) 
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4.2.2.3 Loss Recovery  
All transitions to the loss recovery phase occur when the channel becomes bad during trans-
mission and the first packet loss occurs in the first time slot of the loss recovery phase.  There-
fore, a set of initial states is given as A = {(b, w, wth, k): w∈{1,2,…,Wmax}, wth∈{2,3,…, 
max 2W⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ , Wmax}, k∈{0,1,…, N-1}}. After the first packet loss, all subsequent packets that are 
transmitted successfully will generate duplicate ACKs. Let Z be the duplicate ACK threshold. If 
the total number of duplicate ACKs is less than Z, the sender will wait for a timeout interval (T0) 
and then enter the slow start phase. When the number of duplicate ACKs reaches Z, fast transmit 
followed by fast recovery will be triggered. During fast recovery, duplicate ACKs are ignored 
until half of the window is acknowledged, and after that, the WP-TCP sender will send a new 
packet for every received duplicate ACK. To model the recovery process, two cases are consid-
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ered: when a lost packet is recovered with the timeout mechanism and when it is recovered with-
out using the timeout mechanism.  
Let ( , )c s wα  be defined as the probability of having s∈{1,2,…, w-1} successfully transmitted 
packets out of w transmitted packets given that  the channel was in the bad state at the beginning 
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4.2.2.3.1 Loss recovery with timeout mechanism 
We further consider two scenarios that will result in timeout. The first scenario is when s is 
less than Z. The second scenario is when s is greater than or equal to Z but less than half of the 
congestion window and packets retransmitted using fast transmit get lost. From empirical studies 
on TCP [73], it is found that most of the TCP flows only suffer a single timeout. With this obser-
vation, a timeout with no exponential backoff is assumed. Since WP-TCP is implemented with 
the timestamps option for round-trip time measurement, the WP-TCP sender can estimate round 
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trip time fairly accurately. Consequently, in this analysis T0 is set to twice the round trip time 
(i.e., T0 = 2(2l+1)). Given the initial state (b, w, wth, k), possible final states can be written as 
 ( ,1, / 2 , )B c w k s= +⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥  (4.12) 
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 (4.14)  
where pxy(n) is the n-step transition probability from channel state x∈{b,g} to channel state 
y∈{b,g}. 
4.2.2.3.2 Loss recovery without timeout mechanism 
When the loss recovery process is completed without using the timeout mechanism, the sender 
continues with transmission of new packets if there are more data to send (i.e., if w + k < N); oth-
erwise transmission ends (i.e., if w + k = N). Given the initial state (b, w, wth, k), possible final 
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 (4.15) 
for c∈{g,b}. During the loss recovery phase it is possible for retransmitted packets to get lost 
again. However, if the SACK option is enabled and the number of successfully transmitted pack-
ets is larger than Z, the impact of retransmitted packet losses becomes less significant. Since, in 
this case, the number of successfully transmitted packets is greater than Z, perfect retransmis-
sions are assumed (i.e., lost packets are always retransmitted successfully).  
To compute the transition time and transition probability, two scenarios are further considered. 
The first scenario is when s is greater than or equal to Z and also greater than or equal to half of 
the congestion window. With the perfect retransmission assumptions the number of packets re-
covered per round trip will equal the number of duplicate ACKs exceeding the congestion win-
dow (i.e., s – w/2).  Therefore, the time spent in recovering lost packets can be approximated as 
(1 2 ) ( ) /(1 ( / 2))l w s s w+ − + −⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ , where (w – s) is the number of lost packets and (1+2l) is the 
round trip time measured in time slots. The second scenario is when s is greater than or equal to 
Z but less than half of the congestion window. Again, with perfect retransmission assumptions 
only one packet can be recovered per round trip. Therefore the time spent in recovering lost 
packets can be approximated as (1+2l)(w – s). Let ( , )v s w denote the time spent to complete the 
loss recovery phase given that at the beginning of the recovery phase s packets out of w transmit-
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 (4.16) 
Let ( , , )s w kβ denote the probability of completing the loss recovery phase without using a time-
out given that s packets out of w packets were initially transmitted successfully. Then the prob-
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From equations (4.16) and (4.17), the transition time and transition probability can be computed 
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4.3 Numerical Results and Discussion  
In this section, the proposed analytical framework is validated by simulations using the ns-2 
simulator [69]. Simulation topology is shown in Figure 4.2. A single pair of WP-TCP sender-
receiver is configured to run over the wireless link with the packet error process modeled by a 
two-state Markov chain. FTP is set as an application that transfers a file with a specified size. 
WP-TCP is simulated according to the real protocol as described in Section 2.3. The underlying 
wireless channel is simulated to capture the fundamental effects of transmission errors. The re-
sults from simulations may be slightly inflated compared to those obtained from the real wireless 

















Figure 4.2. Simulation topology 
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To obtain more accurate results, each simulation scenario is repeated 100 times with different 
random seeds to arrive at the average results. The analytical and simulation results are obtained 
by setting the bandwidth (B) at 128 Kbps, the duplicate ACK threshold (Z) at 3, the packet length 
(ρ) at 1KB, while the channel delay (l) , the maximum window size (Wmax), the burst length (BL), 
the file size (F), the average error rate (e), and the initial window (Wiw) take on different values.  
From Figure 4.3-Figure 4.8 and Table 4.2-Table 4.3, it can be seen that despite of approxima-
tions introduced in Section 4.2, the analytical results are in agreement with simulation results. 
This verifies the reasonableness of our assumptions and correctness of the analysis. 
4.3.1 Effect of the Average Error Rate and the Burst Length   
BL reflects the correlation of the packet errors. If the BL is relatively large, packet errors are 
highly correlated (burst errors). On the other hand, if the BL is relatively small, the packet errors 
occur independently (random errors). In this chapter, the transmission is considered to be under a 
random error environment if BL = 1 and bursty error environment if BL ≥ 2.  
For Wiw = 1, l = 125ms, Wmax = 8 packets, and F = 6KB and 30KB, the impact of average error 
rate in the random error environment (BL = 1) and bursty error environment (BL = 3) are shown 
in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, respectively. It can be seen that the transfer time increases with av-
erage error rate. This is because of the burden added due to packet retransmission. For small file 
size (6KB), the impact of average error rate in the bursty error and random error environments 
appears to be almost the same. However, for the large file size (30KB) the impact of error rate is 
more significant in the bursty error environment (Figure 4.4) than in the random error environ-
ment (Figure 4.3). For instance, when the average error rate is 0.01, the difference in transfer 
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time when BL = 1 and BL = 3 is nearly half of a second. But when the average error rate in-
creases to 0.15, the transfer time for BL = 3 is two seconds more than that for BL = 1. The reason 
for these phenomena can be explained as follows. In the case of small files, the congestion win-
dow tends to be small and therefore any packet loss will most likely cause a timeout to trigger. 
Hence bursty losses and random losses exert almost the same effect to transfer time. In the case 
of large files, congestion window tends to grow relatively large such that packet losses can be 
detected by duplicate acknowledgements. Since in the bursty error environment most of the cor-
rupted packets are from the same sender window, the advantage of having relatively large con-
gestion window becomes more beneficial in the random error environment than in the bursty er-






















































Figure 4.4. Transfer time vs. e for BL = 3 and F = 6KB and 30KB 
4.3.2 Effect of the Initial Window 
Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 present analytical and simulation transfer times for Wmax = 8 packets, l 
= 125ms, BL = 3, and various values of F, e, and Wiw. From Table 4.2 it can be seen that, in a 
low error rate environment (e = 0.01), WP-TCP performs better when Wiw = 4 packets than when 
Wiw = 1 packet. This is because the increase of initial window reduces the number of unnecessary 
round trip times. From Table 4.3, it can be seen that in a high error rate environment (e = 0.10) 
WP-TCP performs better when Wiw = 1 packet than when Wiw = 4 packets. To explain this we 
observe the number of packet losses and timeouts. It is found that the number of timeouts re-
mains almost the same in both cases (Wiw = 4 packets and Wiw = 1 packet) but the number of 
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packet losses is higher when Wiw = 4 packets than when Wiw = 1 packet.  Since one or few pack-
ets can only be recovered per round trip time, more time will be needed to transfer a given file 
when Wiw = 4 packets than when Wiw =1 packet.  
 
Table 4.2. Transfer times (in seconds) for e = 0.01 
Wiw = 1 packet Wiw = 4 packets 
F (KB) 
analysis simulation analysis simulation
6 1.39 1.54 1.02 1.08 
12 1.85 2.00 1.42 1.43 
18 2.25 2.36 1.81 1.80 
24 2.64 2.77 2.20 2.21 
30 3.03 3.16 2.59 2.60 
 
 
Table 4.3. Transfer times (in seconds) for e = 0.1 
Wiw = 1 packet Wiw = 4 packets 
F (KB) 
analysis simulationanalysis simulation
6 2.71 2.95 2.92 3.14 
12 4.00 4.26 3.98 4.29 
18 4.99 5.24 5.28 5.38 
24 5.50 5.82 5.61 6.01 




4.3.3 Effect of the Maximum Window Size  
The variations of transfer time with file size (F) are observed at Wmax = 4 and 8 packets in a 
low error rate environment (e = 0.01) and high error environment (e = 0.15). In each case we set 
l = 250 ms, BL = 1, and Wiw = 1 packet. It is found that as the size of the transferred file increases 
in a low error environment (Figure 4.5), the difference between transfer times when Wmax = 4 
packets and when Wmax = 8 packets increases significantly. However, in a high error environment 
(Figure 4.6), the increase of the difference between transfer times become less significant. This is 
due to the fact that with a sufficiently large bandwidth-delay product (BDP) in the low error en-
vironment, congestion window tends to grow to larger values as the size of the transfer file in-


























































Figure 4.6. Transfer time vs. F for e = 0.15, Wmax = 4 and 8 packets 
In the case of high error environment, congestion window is mostly limited to low values by 
the WP-TCP congestion control response. Therefore Wmax becomes less significant in dictating 
the size of congestion window. The transfer time is further studied for different values of l at 
Wmax = 4 and 8 packets, in a low error rate environment (e = 0.01) and a high error environment 
(e = 0.15). In each case we set F = 30KB, BL = 1, and Wiw = 1 packet. As expected from previ-
ous explanations, the difference in transfer times when Wmax = 4 packets and when Wmax = 8 
packets increases significantly in the low error environment (Figure 4.7) and slightly in the high 































































In this chapter, an analytical framework for studying the transfer delay performance of WP-
TCP short-lived flows is proposed. Computer simulation results demonstrate that the proposed 
analytical framework produces a good prediction of the WP-TCP transfer delay. These results 
show that for large file sizes (> 30KB), WP-TCP is more sensitive to bursty packet losses than 
random packet losses. Furthermore, the transfer delay of WP-TCP can be improved by increas-
ing the size of the initial window in a low rate bursty error environment. However, in a high rate 
bursty error environment, a larger initial window degrades the transfer delay performance. 
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Chapter 5 
Analytical Framework for Long-lived 
WP-TCP Flows 
5.1 Introduction 
Various studies related to WP-TCP long-lived flows have been reported in the literature. The 
work in [27], presents an overview of the different issues to be considered when modeling TCP 
over the Internet. In [25] and [26],  analytical frameworks for studying the bulk throughput per-
formance of several TCP variants have been developed based on a two-state Markov model. 
Since the two-state Markov model can capture the effects of wireless transmission errors in a 
great extent, the analytical frameworks in the literature can be used to study the performance of 
WP-TCP long-lived flows in integrated mobile WLAN and WWAN.  
The connection life time of WP-TCP long-lived flows is significantly longer than the time be-
tween two successful vertical handovers. Therefore, contrary to the case of short-lived flows pre-
sented in Chapter 4, the effects of vertical handover on performance of WP-TCP long-lived 
flows in integrated static WLAN and WWAN can not be ignored. Recently, several studies on 
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performance of TCP over integrated static WLAN and WWAN have been reported [28], [29], 
[30]. In these studies, the performance of TCP has been evaluated using simulation and/or ex-
perimentation techniques. To the best of our knowledge, there is no analytical study in the open 
literature that specifically focuses on the performance of WP-TCP over integrated static WLAN 
and WWAN.  
This chapter complements the simulations and measurements studies by introducing an ana-
lytical framework for studying the performance of WP-TCP in integrated static WLAN and 
WWAN. For given network and protocol parameters, explicit mathematical expressions which 
describe the short- and long-term performance of WP-TCP under the influence of excessive 
packet losses and sudden change in network characteristics are derived. Extensive simulations 
are conducted to verify the reasonableness of the assumptions and the validity of the analytical 
expressions.  
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The analytical framework is developed 
in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents analytical and simulation performance results. Summary of 
this chapter is given in Section 5.4. 
5.2 Analytical Framework  
From Section 2.1, WWANs have wide coverage area. WLANs have small coverage area and 
they are mostly available within distinct areas called hotspots. Therefore, it is reasonable to as-
sume that a single large cell of a WWAN is overlaid on disjoint WLAN hotspots. We further 
consider that the WLAN and WWAN network residence times are exponentially distributed ran-
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dom variables and the underlying WLAN and WWAN have sufficiently large buffers and fixed 
but arbitrary channel delays, bandwidths, and error rates.  
From Section 2.3, WP-TCP has three transfer stages: connection establishment, data transfer, 
and connection tearing down. Since we are only interested in the performance of WP-TCP dur-
ing vertical handover and the long-run average performance of long-lived WP-TCP flows, the 
connection establishment and tearing down stages are not considered. Figure 5.1 shows the tran-
sition model representing the WP-TCP transmission process. The WP-TCP sender remains in the 
transient congestion window phase (which is slow start or congestion avoidance phase) until the 
congestion window reaches the maximum window size (transition a), or the packet gets lost due 
to transmission error (transition b), or a vertical handover occurs (transition c). While in the 
steady congestion window phase (which is the maximum window size phase), the WP-TCP 
sender re-enters the steady congestion window phase if all packets in the same congestion win-
dow are successfully transmitted (transition d); otherwise the WP-TCP sender enters the packet 
recovery phase if there is a transmission error (transition e) or vertical handover (transition f). 
After the recovery due to transmission errors, the WP-TCP sender enters the transient congestion 
window phase (transition g) and continues with transmission. After the recovery due to hand-
over, the WP-TCP sender enters the transient congestion window phase (transition h) if the con-
gestion window is smaller than the maximum window size; otherwise, it enters the steady con-
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Figure 5.1. Transition model for WP-TCP transmission process 
For easy reference, the notions frequently used in this chapter are listed in Table 5.1. To track 
the packet transmission process (Figure 5.1), we consider a random process S(t) = 
(i(t),c(t),w(t),wth(t)), where i(t)∈{0,1} is the state of communication channel (0 means WLAN 
and 1 means WWAN),  c(t)∈{g,b,h} is the status of the transmitted packet over the channel (g 
means no packet loss, b means packet loss due to transmission error, and h means packet loss 
due to handover), w(t) ∈ {1,2,…, wmax} is the WP-TCP sender congestion window, 
wth(t)∈{2,3,…, max / 2w⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ } is the WP-TCP sender slow start threshold, t is the time measured in 
slots, and wmax is the WP-TCP sender maximum window size. By sampling the random process 
S(t) at the beginning of each phase, the sampled process is a semi-Markov process [70] with em-
bedded Markov chain in the state space ( , , , ),  , , , .s th thW i c w w i c w w= ∀  The embedded Markov 
chain is defined by the transition matrix [ ],ABφ=Φ where ABφ  denotes the transition probability 
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from state SA W∈  to state SB W∈ . To compute the long-term performance, the transitions of em-
bedded Markov chain are labeled with the corresponding elements of the matrices [ ],ABs=S  
[ ],ABd=D  and [ ]ABm=M . The elements ,ABs  ,ABd and ABm  are respectively the number of 
packets transmitted successfully, the transition time, and the number of packets transmitted from 
state SA W∈  to state SB W∈ .  
The long-term performance metrics are throughput rate and efficiency. Throughput rate is de-
fined as the number of packets transmitted successfully per unit time, whereas the efficiency is 
defined as the ratio of the number of packets transmitted successfully to the number of packets 
transmitted. The long-run average throughput rate (Ω ) and efficiency (Λ ) can be computed as 
 lim ( )
s s s s
A AB AB A AB ABt A W B W A W B W
S t t s dπ φ π φ
→∞
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
Ω = = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  (5.1) 
and  
 lim ( ) ( ) ,
s s s s
A AB AB A AB ABt A W B W A W B W
S t M t s mπ φ π φ
→∞
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
Λ = = ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  (5.2) 
where S(t) and M(t) denote the number of packets transmitted successfully and the number of 
packets transmitted by time t, respectively. Aπ  is the steady state probability of being in state A 
and can be found by manipulating the matrix Φ  as in [70]. In each phase (Figure 5.1) the possi-
ble initial states and transitions to the final states are explored. For every possible transition, the 
corresponding transition time, the number of packets transmitted successfully, and the number of 
packets transmitted are computed. In the rest of this section, the functions (.,.,.),T (.,.,.),S  and 
(.,.,.),W  which are defined in Table 5.1, are used to facilitate the analysis. These functions are 
deterministic and they can be easily tabulated or derived as in Chapter 4.  
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Table 5.1. List of local notions for Chapter 5 
Notation Definition (Unit) 
iλ  mean residence times for network i (sec) 
ib  link bandwidth for network i (bits/sec) 
il  one-way channel delay for network i (sec) 
ip  transmission error rate for network i 
w  WP-TCP congestion window (packets) 
thw  WP-TCP slow start threshold (packets) 
maxw  WP-TCP maximum window size (packets) 
Z  WP-TCP duplicate acknowledgement threshold (packets) 
th( , , )iW s w w  
returns the final congestion window measured in packets given that the num-
ber of packet transmitted successful over the ideal channel is ,s  the initial 
congestion window is ,iw  and the slow start threshold is th .w  
th( , , )iT s w w  
returns the time taken measured in seconds given that the number of packet 
transmitted successful over the ideal channel is ,s  the initial congestion win-
dow is ,iw  and the slow start threshold is th .w  
th( , , )i fN w w w  
returns the number of packet transmitted successful over the ideal channel 
given that the initial congestion window is ,iw  the slow start threshold is 
th ,w  and the final congestion window is .s  
[ ]ABφ=Φ  
transition matrix of the embedded Markov chain, where an element ABφ  de-
notes transition probability from state A to state B 
[ ]ABs=S  
matrix corresponding to the embedded Markov chain, where an element ABs  
number of packets transmitted successfully from state A to state B 
[ ]ABd=D  
matrix corresponding to the embedded Markov chain, where an element 
ABd transition time from state A to state B in seconds 
[ ]ABm=M  
matrix corresponding to the embedded Markov chain, where an element 
ABm number of packets transmitted from state A to state B 
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5.2.1 Transient Congestion Window  
The transmission process enters the transient congestion phase when a packet loss is recovered 
by using the timeout mechanism or the duplicate acknowledgment mechanism. Therefore, a set 
of possible initial states is th th th( , , , ), , {1, }, .A i g w w i w w w= ∀ = Let t and 
th max{0,1,..., ( , , )}s N w w w∈  be the network residence time and the number of packets transmitted 
successfully before the transition occurs, respectively. Given the initial state A and the number of 
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The first, second, and third equations in (5.3) correspond to transitions c, b, and a shown in 
Figure 5.1, respectively. Let ( )sβ  denote the probability of successfully transmitting s packets 
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From (5.3) and (5.4) there are several values of s that can result in the same final state B given 
that the initial state is A. Let ABU  denote a set of possible values of s such that the initial state is 
A and the final state is B. The transition probability, the transition time, the number of packets 
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5.2.2 Steady Congestion Window  
The transmission process enters the maximum window phase when the congestion window 
reaches the maximum window size. Therefore, a set of possible initial states is 
max( , , , ), , .th thA i g w w i w= ∀  Similar to Subsection 5.2.1, for s∈{0,1,…, wmax}, the final state can 
be found as 
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The first, second, and third equations in (5.8) correspond to transitions f, e, and d shown in 
Figure 5.1, respectively. The corresponding transition probability, the transition time, the number 
of packets transmitted successfully and the number of packets transmitted can be similarly com-
puted as in Subsection 5.2.1. 
5.2.3 Recovery Due to Transmission Errors  
All transitions to the loss recovery due to transmission error happen just before the first packet 
loss occurs. Therefore, a set of initial states is given as th( , b, , ), , , .thA i w w i w w= ∀  Let s∈{0,1,…, 
w-1} be the number of packets successfully transmitted out of w initially transmitted packets af-
ter the first packet loss and x∈{0,1,…, w-s} be the number of packets successfully retransmitted 
in the fast recovery phase. Then, given the initial state A, the final state can be found as  
 
( ,g,1,max(2, ( ) / 2 )),  or ,
( ,g, / 2,max(2, ( ) / 2 )), , .
i w Z s Z s Z x w s
B
i w w Z s Z x w s
⎧ − < ≥ < −⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎣ ⎦= ⎨
− ≥ = −⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎣ ⎦⎩
 (5.9) 
The first equation in (5.9) corresponds to the case when the timeout mechanism is used (i.e., 
when the total number of duplicate ACKs is less the Z, or any of the retransmitted lost packets 
get lost again). The second equation in (5.9) corresponds to the case when the timeout mecha-
nism is not used (i.e., when there is enough duplicate ACKs and all retransmitted packets are 
successful). Let ( , )s wα  be the probability of having successfully transmitted s packets out of w 
transmitted packets given that the packet transmission error rate is ip . It follows that  
 ( , ) (1 )w s si i
w









From (5.9) and (5.10) the expression for probability that s Z≥  and x w s= −  can be found as 
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The transition time in this loss recovery phase is considered to be an interval between a time 
slot when the ACK for the lost packet is received (entering the loss recovery phase) and the time 
slot when the timeout is expired or when a full ACK of retransmitted packet is received (exiting 
the loss recovery phase). When ,s Z< the timeout mechanism is used and the transition time is 
simply RTO. To compute the transition time for s Z≥ , we further consider two time intervals: 1) 
the time interval between entering the loss recovery phase and starting fast retransmit, and 2) the 
time interval between starting fast retransmit and exiting the loss recovery phase. These time in-
tervals can be computed by conditioning the order and the number of packets successfully trans-
mitted before fast retransmit and successfully retransmitted in fast retransmit and fast recovery. 
However, with this approach, the analysis can become extremely tedious and complex. In the 
following, we use the close bounds of both time intervals. We assume that lost packets from the 
window w are retransmitted and if all are successful the fast recovery ends in a round-trip time 
RTT; otherwise, if any of them gets lost the retransmission timeout timer expires after the time 
interval RTO. Note that the approximation underestimates the actual recovery time. However, the 
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deviation is expected to be reasonable due to the fact that by enabling the SACK option all lost 
packets in the same sender’s window are reported to the WP-TCP sender within one round-trip 
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∑ ∑  (5.13) 
where { }minmax , / , 2 /i i iRTO RTO wMSS b l MSS b= + and { }max / , 2 / .i i iRTT wMSS b l MSS b= +  
The number of packets transmitted successfully and the number of packets transmitted can re-
spectively be found as  
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5.2.4 Recovery Due to Handover  
5.2.4.1 Soft Downward Vertical Handover  
After observing the transmission process during soft downward vertical handover, we find that 
fast transmit cannot occur if at least one of the following conditions is true.  
1) If the number of burst data packet injected in the new link, which can potentially overtake 
data packets in the old link, is less than duplicate ACK threshold (Z).  
2) If the number of data packets that can be transmitted from WLAN access point in the in-
terval of two consecutive data packet transmitted from the WWAN base station is less 
than Z.  
3) If the transmission of the last data packets in the old link is completed before the number 
duplicate ACKs generated by reorder data packet reaches duplicate ACK threshold. 
In order to compute the minimum duplicate ACK threshold min( )Z  over which fast transmit can-
not occur, we consider the above conditions in the following cases.  
Case I: When 1 1/ 2wMSS b l> . Let ,iZ  1, 2,3,i =  denote the minimum Z which satisfies the con-
dition i. Since the burst data packet can only occur if ACK sent through upward WLAN 
overtakes the ones in WWAN, the condition 1 is satisfied when 1 1 2 1/ .Z MSS b l l+ >  For con-
dition 2, the transmission time of 2Z  reordered packets in WLAN must be greater than the 
transmission time of a packet in WWAN. Therefore, condition 2 is satisfied if 
2 2 1/ / .Z MSS b MSS b>  After initiating the handover, the time elapsed before the completion 
of transmission of the last data packet in the WWAN is given as 1 1( / ).wMSS b l−  And the 
time needed for duplicate ACKs, generated by reordering data packets, to reach 3Z  is given 
as 2 3 2(2 / ).l Z MSS b+  Therefore, condition 3 is satisfied if 2 3 2(2 / )l Z MSS b+  > 
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1 1( / ).wMSS b l−  The minimum duplicate ACK threshold  is computed as 
min 1 2 3min{ , , , }Z Z Z Z w= .  
Case II: When 1 1/ 2wMSS b l≤ . In this case, the occurrence of fast transmit further depends on 
the instance that the handover occurs in a round trip time. Therefore, we consider a reason-
able upper-bound. Since when Z is equal to or greater than w fast transmit cannot occur, the 
minimum duplicate ACK threshold is approximated as min .Z w=  
Given the set of initial states before handover as th(1, h, , ), , ,thA w w w w= ∀  the final state after 
handover can be found as  
 min
(0,g, ( , , ), ),                        
(0,g, ( ) / 2,max(2, ( ) / 2 )),  otherwise,
th thW w w w w Z ZB
w Z w Z
≥⎧⎪= ⎨ − −⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎣ ⎦⎩
 (5.16) 
The first equation in (5.16) corresponds to the case in which duplicate ACK threshold is equal or 
greater than minZ  and therefore fast transmit is not triggered. The second equation in (5.16) cor-
responds to the case in which duplicate ACK threshold is less than minZ , and therefore fast 
transmit is triggered. Note that when fast transmit is triggered, the slow start threshold and con-
gestion window are set to half of the pipe (number of unacknowledged packets ( )w Z− ). The 
transition probability and the number of packets transmitted successfully can respectively be 
found as 1ABφ =  and .ABs w=   
The recovery process for soft downward vertical handover will start right after the handover 
initiation and end after receiving an ACK of the last data packet sent before the handover initia-
tion. Therefore, the transition time is approximately equal to a round trip time experienced by a 
data packet transmitted through the WWAN and ACK packet returned through the WLAN, 
which is given as  1 1 0 1 1 0max{ / , / }.ABd wMSS b l l MSS b l l= − + + +  Note that if the WLAN round 
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trip time is extremely small compared to the WWAN round trip time, fast transmit followed by 
fast recovery can end before the ACK packets, which correspond to data packet transmitted 
through the WWAN, arrive at the WP-TCP sender. In this case, the proposed model slightly 
overestimates the transition time. The number of packets transmitted includes all in-flight data 
packets just before handover (which is equal to w) plus unnecessary retransmitted packets, if fast 
transmit is triggered. Because of go-back-N retransmission behavior of WP-TCP, number of un-
necessary retransmissions is close to half of the pipe just before the fast transmit (i.e., 
( ) / 2w Z− ). Therefore, the number of packets transmitted can be found as 
 1 1
, / 2
( ) / 2, otherwise.AB




= ⎨ + −⎩
 (5.17) 
5.2.4.2 Soft Upward Vertical Handover  
Let RTO  and Y  denote retransmission timeout set at the WP-TCP sender just before the ini-
tiation of the handover and the time difference between the arrival of the last ACK from WLAN 
and the first ACK from WWAN at the WP-TCP sender, respectively. Note that the step increase 
in round trip time suddenly increases the magnitude of .Y  During time interval ,Y  the retrans-
mission timeout timer at the WP-TCP sender counts down the clock. Therefore, false timeouts 








> ∑  where n  is the number of consecutive premature timeouts and it 
can be found as 2log (1 / ) .n Y RTO= +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  Retransmission timeout can be approximated as 




Case I:  When 0 02 / .l b MSS w<  In this case, the WP-TCP receiver is always busy receiving data 
packet and sending ACK. Therefore, Y is approximately 1 0( ).l l−   
Case II: When 0 0 0 0/ 2 / .l b MSS w l b MSS< ≤  If handover occurs when the WP-TCP receiver is 
busy on receiving data packet and sending ACK packets, then Y  is approximately equal to 
1 0( ).l l−  Otherwise, if handover occurs when the WP-TCP receiver is idle waiting for in-
flight data packets to arrive from the WP-TCP sender, Y  is approximately 
0 0 1( / ).l wMSS b l− +   
Case III: When 0 0 /w l b MSS≤ . If handover occurs when the WP-TCP receiver is busy on receiv-
ing data packet and sending ACK packets, then Y  is approximately equal to 1 0( ).l l−  Or, if 
handover occurs when the WP-TCP receiver is idle waiting for in-flight data packets to arrive 
from the WP-TCP sender, then Y  is approximately equal to 0 0 1( / ).l wMSS b l− +  Otherwise, 
if handover occurs when the WP-TCP receiver is idle waiting for in-flight ACK packets to 
arrive to the WP-TCP sender, then Y  is approximately 1 0(2 / ).l wMSS b−  
From the above three cases, the value of Y  corresponding to the worst, average, or best timeouts 
performance can be computed. For the sake of brevity, only the worst timeout performance (i.e., 
consider the maximum value of Y for each case) is considered in this paper. Therefore, the 
maximum time difference between the arrival of the last ACK from the WLAN and the first 
ACK from the WWAN at the WP-TCP sender is given as   
 
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
, 2 /
/ , / 2 /
2 / , / .
l l l b MSS w
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l wMSS b w l b MSS
− <⎧





Given the set of initial states before handover as th(1, h, , ), , ,thA w w w w= ∀  the final state after 
handover can be found as  
 
(1,g, ( , , ), ),                                                
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The first equation in (5.19) corresponds to the case where the timeout does not occur. The second 
equation in (5.19) corresponds to the case where a single timeout occurs. The third equation in 
(5.19) corresponds to the case where two or more timeouts occur. Note that after a single time-
out, the slow start threshold is set to half of the current congestion window and the congestion 
window is set to one. After two or more timeouts slow start threshold is set to two (the minimum 
value) and the congestion window is set to one. The transition probability can be found as 
1ABφ =  and the number of packets transmitted successfully can be computed as .ABs w=  The 
transition time can be written as  
 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 1 1
max{ / , / },   
( / 2 ) ( / 2 ), otherwise.AB
wMSS b l l MSS b l l Y RTO
d
MSS b l wMSS b l
− + + + ≤⎧
= ⎨ + + +⎩
 (5.20)  
Equation (5.20) can be explained as follows. If there is no timeout during handover (i.e., when 
Y RTO≤ ), the transition time is equal to a round trip time, where the data packet is sent through 
the WLAN and the corresponding ACK packet is returned through the WWAN. Otherwise, if 
there is a single or multiple timeouts during handover (i.e., when Y RTO> ) the transition time is 
found by summing two round trip times: a round trip time for a data packet sent through the 
WWAN after handover 1 1( / 2 )MSS b l+  and the round trip time of the new packet sent through 
the WWAN after retransmitting the entire window 1 1( / 2 ).wMSS b l+  Note that if there is a single 
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or multiple timeouts, the transition time is considered to start right after the handover initiation 
and end after receiving an ACK of the new packet sent after the timeout. The packets transmitted 
include all in-flight data packets just before handover (which is equal to w) and unnecessarily 
retransmitted packets due to single or multiple timeouts. Because of the go-back-N retransmis-
sion behavior of WP-TCP, the number of unnecessary retransmissions is approximately 
( 1),n w+ −  where n is the number of consecutive premature timeouts. Therefore, the number of 








= ⎨ + + −⎩
 (5.21) 
5.2.4.3 Hard Downward and Upward Vertical Handovers  
After hard downward or upward vertical handover all in-flight packets get lost. Under this con-
jecture, a similar model for both hard downward and upward vertical handovers is developed. 
Let i denote the network other than i (for example, if i = 1(WWAN) then i = 0 (WLAN)). 
Therefore, the round trip time experienced by the first packet retransmitted through network i  
(the new network) is (2 / )i iRTT l MSS b= +  and the WP-TCP sender retransmission timeout is 
{ }minmax , / , 2 / .i i iRTO RTO wMSS b l MSS b= + Given the set of initial states as 
th( , h, , ), , , ,thA i w w i w w= ∀  the final state can be deterministically found as  
 
( ,g,1,max(2, / 2 )),  2
( ,g,1, 2),                                   otherwise,
i w RTT RTO
B
i
⎧ ≤⎢ ⎥⎪ ⎣ ⎦= ⎨
⎪⎩
 (5.22) 
The transition probability, the transition time, and the number of successfully transmitted packets 
can be found as 1,ABφ =  ,ABd RTO=  and 0,ABs =  respectively. Since the timeout mechanism is 
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only used to detect and recover lost packets after handover, at least one timeout must occur.  Af-








> ∑  The number of addi-
tional timeouts can be found as 2log (1 0.5 / ) .k RTT RTO= +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  The number of packets transmit-
ted is the sum of all in-flight data packets just before handover (which equals to congestion win-
dow) and the number of retransmitted packets due to timeouts. Therefore, the number of packets 
transmitted can be found as 21 log (1 0.5 / ) .ABm w RTT RTO= + + +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦  
5.3 Numerical Results and Discussion  
The proposed analytical framework is verified by simulation using ns-2 simulator [69]. The 
simulation topology is shown in Figure 5.2. A single pair of wireless profiled TCP (WP-TCP) 
sender-receiver is configured to run over the integrated WLANs and WWAN. FTP is used as an 
application for unidirectional downlink transfer. WP-TCP is simulated according to the real pro-
tocol as described in Section 2.3. The underlying network is simulated to capture the fundamen-
tal effects of the vertical handover. Therefore, the results from simulations may be slightly in-
flated compared to those obtained from the real network. However, the trends related to vertical 
handover are similar. The simulation and analytical results are obtained by using the parameter 
values and units given in Table 5.2. Note that the notation for ordered pair (WWAN, WLAN) is 
consistently used to present network parameters. 
In the next subsections, we evaluate the short- and long-term performances of WP-TCP under 
the influence of vertical handover. For short-term performance, we first analyze the occurrence 
and the impact of falsely triggered fast retransmits in 60 seconds after the soft upward vertical 
handover. We analyze the occurrence and impact of premature timeouts in 60 seconds after the 
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soft downward vertical handover. For long-term performance, we analyze the long-run efficiency 
and throughput under the influence of the hard vertical handovers. In this case, each simulation is 
run for sufficiently long time to obtain the average performance. Note that if not stated other-
wise, BDP denotes the bandwidth-delay product of the network in use before the vertical hand-
over. It is measured in packets and computed as BDP = 2lb/MSS + 1. 
From Figures 5.3–5.9, it can be seen that despite of approximations introduced in Section 5.2, 
the analytical results are in agreement with the simulation results. This verifies the reasonable-






















Table 5.2. Simulation parameters 
† Mean residence times 1 0( , )λ λ  (200,200) sec 
† Link bandwidth 1 0( , )b b  (144K,2M) bps 
† One-way channel delay 1 0( , )l l  (0.01–1,0.01– 0.1) sec 
† Transmission error rate 1 0( , )p p  (0.00–0.15,0.00–0.02) 
† Network buffer size 1 0( , )B B  max max(2 , 2 )w w  
WP-TCP maximum window size max( )w  5–65 packets 
WP-TCP duplicate acknowledgement threshold ( )Z  1–15 packets 
Minimum retransmission timeout min( )RTO  0.2sec 
WP-TCP maximum segment (packet) size (MSS) 1KB 
Number of repeated runs with different random seeds per simulation 200 
†  Ordered pair notation (WWAN, WLAN) is used to present the network parameters. 
5.3.1 Short-term Fast Retransmit Performance  
The percentage of false fast retransmits and the average number of packets retransmitted after 
the soft downward handover are investigated at various values of duplicate ACK threshold (Z) 
and congestion window (w). In each case, the WWAN and WLAN one-way channel delay are 
set to 0.5 sec and 0.1 sec, respectively. In Figure 5.3a, the handover is initiated when w = 6, 12, 
and 24 packets. It can be seen that when the congestion window (w = 24 packets) is greater than 
the BDP, the occurrence of false fast retransmits changes from 100% to zero at Z = 8. On the 
other hand, when the congestion window (w = 12, 6 packets) is less than BDP false fast transmits 
occur for Z < w. To get more insight on this trend, the relationship between the percentage of 
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be seen that when Z < 8, the percentage of false fast retransmits increases to 100% as w ap-
proaches the BDP. However, when 8 ≤ Z, the percentage of false fast retransmits increases and 
then decreases to zero as w reaches the BDP. These results reveal unexpected trend of the mini-
mum Z which prevents the occurrence of false fast transmits as w increases. Figure 5.4 presents 
the average number of packets unnecessarily retransmitted (if fast transmit occurs) as a function 
of duplicate ACK threshold. It is shown that the number of retransmitted packets increases as the 
congestion window increases and decreases as Z decreases. This trend is explained by the go-
back-N retransmission behavior of WP-TCP, where the number of retransmitted packets is pro-
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Figure 5.4. Average number of packets unnecessarily retransmitted  
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5.3.2 Short-term Retransmission Timeout Performance  
Premature timeouts that occur during the soft upward handover is studied.  The duplicate ACK 
threshold is set to 3 and the WLAN one-way channel delay is set to 0.1 sec. The handover is ini-
tiated when the size of congestion window is 10, 18, and 30. Figure 5.5 presents the percentage 
of single (#TO = 1) and two consecutive (#TO = 2) premature timeouts as a function of the 
WWAN one-way channel delay. It can be seen that the lowest WWAN one-way channel delay 
that can result in single or two consecutive premature timeouts decreases as the congestion win-
dow decreases. The observed trend can be explained as follows. The timeouts can occur when 
the retransmission timeout is less than the maximum time between the arrival of the last ACK 
from the WLAN and the first ACK from the WWAN. When the congestion window is greater 
than the BDP, decrease in congestion window decreases the retransmission time but does not af-
fect the maximum time between the arrivals of the two ACKs. And when the congestion window 
is less than the BDP, decrease in congestion window does not affect the retransmission time but 
increases the maximum time between the arrivals of the two ACKs. 
5.3.3 Long-term Efficiency Performance  
The effect of maximum window size (wmax) on efficiency is studied in network environments 
with high and low transmission error rates (p), and small and large BDP. To obtain various val-
ues of the BDP, the link bandwidths are fixed and the channel delays are varied. The efficiency 
as a function of wmax for high error rate p = (0.15, 0.02) and for low error rate p = (0.0, 0.0) are 
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Figure 5.5. Premature timeout ratio 
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shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7, respectively. For high transmission error rate, it is shown 
that the efficiency remains almost unchanged for small BDP (Figure 5.7), whereas for large BDP 
(Figure 5.6), the efficiency increases and converges to the limiting point. To understand this 
trend, we further observe the packet losses due to vertical handover and transmission for high 
transmission error rate in small BDP and large BDP environments. It is found that as wmax in-
creases, the proportion of total packets transmitted in WWAN to the packets transmitted in 
WLAN decreases for large BDP and remains fairly constant for small BDP. Since the transmis-
sion error rate is higher in WWAN than in WLAN, the total number of packet losses due to 
transmission error decreases for large BDP and remains almost unchanged for small BDP. For 
low transmission error rate, the efficiency seems to decrease as wmax increases for both large 
BDP (Figure 5.6) and small BDP (Figure 5.7) environments. The number of packet losses in the 
low transmission error rate environment is observed. It is found that the number of packet losses 
due to vertical handover significantly increases when wmax increases. This is due to the fact that 
the congestion window tends to grow to wmax in low transmission error rate environment and 
hence it closely depends on wmax. Since the number of packet losses after the vertical handover is 
equal to the size of the congestion window, the increase of wmax increases the number of packet 
losses due to vertical handover and therefore decreases the efficiency. 
5.3.4 Long-term Throughput Performance  
The impact of maximum window size (wmax) on the throughput is studied in the network envi-
ronment with high and low transmission error rates and small and large BDP. The variations of 
throughput with wmax for small BDP l = (0.01s, 0.01s) and large BDP l = (0.3s, 0.1s) are com-
pared in low transmission error rate p = (0.0, 0.0) (Figure 5.8) and high transmission error rate p 
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= (0.15, 0.02) (Figure 5.9) environments, respectively. It can be seen that, when p = (0.0, 0.0), 
the throughputs for large BDP converges to the throughput for low BDP (Figure 5.8), whereas 
when p = (0.15, 0.02), the throughput for large BDP converges to the point which is far below 
the throughput for low BDP (Figure 5.9). The reason is as follows. For low transmission error 
rates, a sufficiently large wmax allows the WP-TCP sender congestion window to grow to a large 
value and that enables the WP-TCP sender to fill in the “data pipe”. This eliminates the unneces-
sary idle waiting time due to the channel delay. For high transmission error rate, the WP-TCP 
congestion control response limits the WP-TCP sender congestion window to a relatively small 
value regardless of the sized large wmax. Consequently, the idle waiting time when l = (0.3s, 0.1s) 
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Figure 5.9. Throughput for p = (0.15, 0.02) and l = (0.01, 0.01) sec and (0.3, 0.1) sec 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, a novel analytical framework, which describes the short-term performance of 
WP-TCP during vertical handover and long-term performance of WP-TCP in integrated static 
WLAN and WWAN, is proposed. The framework captures the effects of vertical handover, such 
as excessive packet losses and sudden change in network characteristics, experienced in inte-
grated static WLAN and WWAN. Simulation results have been given to demonstrate the accu-
racy of analytical results.  It is shown that the approximations introduced in the framework have 
negligible effects on the accuracy of performance analysis.  
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Through the developed analytical framework, we have extensively analyzed the performance 
of WP-TCP long-lived flows. The following are the main findings. Firstly, when the network is 
subjected to hard handovers, increasing the maximum window size improves the efficiency in a 
high transmission error environment, but degrades the efficiency in a low transmission error en-
vironment. Secondly, increasing the congestion window reduces the chances of premature time-
outs during soft upward vertical handover. Finally, depending on the value of the duplicate ACK 
threshold, increasing the congestion window can increase or reduce the chances of false fast re-




Cross-layer Design and Analysis 
6.1 Introduction 
WAP 2.0 uses WP-TCP protocol as one of the reliable transport protocols to cope with the 
wireless network characteristics. However, when WP-TCP is deployed in integrated static 
WLAN and WWAN, its performance can degrade due to vertical handover, which can result in 
bandwidth-delay product mismatch, premature timeouts, inrush packet transmission, false fast 
retransmit, and burst packet losses as discussed in Subsection 2.3.3. In the literature, there are 
several schemes proposed to reduce the effects of burst packet losses due to network disconnec-
tions during hard vertical handover [74], [75], network congestion or underutilizations due to 
bandwidth-delay product mismatch [30], [28], [76] and inrush packet transmission [76], and 
premature timeouts and false fast retransmit due to temporary [31], [32], [33] or permanent [34], 
[35] step increase of round-trip time.  
The schemes proposed in [31], [32], [33] detect falsely triggered fast retransmit or timeouts, 
and then undo the congestion control actions invoked. These schemes are proposed with the as-
sumptions of homogeneous networks and they are reactive by nature. Recently, various proactive 
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schemes that consider heterogeneous wireless networks have been proposed to specifically en-
hance the performance of TCP in soft vertical handover. In [34], the authors propose three net-
work layer schemes (fast response, slow response, and ACK delay) to decrease the chance of 
premature timeouts in soft upward vertical handover. This is achieved by breaking a one-step 
increase of round-trip time into a two-step increase during vertical handover. The proposed 
schemes work well if the difference between round-trip times before and after the vertical hand-
over is small. As the difference between round-trip times increases these schemes become inef-
fective. Nodupack TCP scheme has been proposed in [35] to improve the behavior of TCP dur-
ing soft downward vertical handover by suppressing false fast retransmit. In this scheme, the 
TCP receiver needs to have knowledge of the TCP sender duplicate acknowledgement threshold 
parameter. Unfortunately, the implementation of this mechanism is not given and may need to be 
defined in the TCP option. 
The fundamental cause of the performance degradation during vertical handover is primarily 
due to misinterpretation of apparent information such as packet losses, packet reordering, round-
trip time increase at the WP-TCP sender. Therefore, we argue that an effective approach to com-
pletely address the performance degradation problem is to make information from some layers 
available to other layers and allow coordinated smart decisions to take place at each layer. This 
argument necessitates the use of the cross-layer coupling in improving the performance during 
vertical handover. But, on the other hand, a tight cross-layer coupling can lead to long-term de-
sign and performance problems. Therefore, it is important to carefully design and minimize the 
degree of dependence and exchanged information between non adjacent layers.   
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In this chapter, we consider integrated static WLAN and WWAN and address two WP-TCP 
performance barriers in vertical handover: premature timeout due to step increase of round-trip 
time and false fast retransmit due to packet reordering. First, we develop a mobile receiver cen-
tric loosely coupled cross-layer design, which is easy to implement and deploy, backward com-
patible with the standard TCP protocol, and robust in the absence of cross-layer information. 
Second, based on the developed design, we propose two proactive schemes which prevent false 
fast retransmit by equalizing the round-trip delay experienced by all packets and suppress prema-
ture timeouts by carefully inflating retransmission timeout time. Finally, we carry out extensive 
simulations and analyze the performance of the proposed schemes in downward and upward ver-
tical handovers. It is demonstrated that our proposed schemes significantly improve the perform-
ance and outperform other schemes in a wide range of network conditions.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the developed cross-layer 
design and the proposed proactive schemes for vertical handover. Section 6.3 analyzes the pro-
posed proactive schemes in ideal network environment. Simulation study to demonstrate the per-
formance of the proposed schemes in non-ideal network environment is presented in Section 6.4. 
The salient aspects of cross-layer design presented in this chapter are summarized in Section 6.5.   
6.2 Cross-layer Design 
Our analytical study on WP-TCP long-lived flows in Chapter 5 suggest that the false fast re-
transmits induced by packet reordering and premature timeouts due round-trip time increase can 
be suppressed by jointly considering some parameters in the data link, network, and transport 
layers. Consequently, we use a cross-layer coupling [77] approach in improving the vertical 
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handover performance. But, on the other hand, a tight cross-layer coupling can lead to long-term 
design and performance problems [78]. Therefore, we consider a loosely coupled cross-layer de-
sign where non-adjacent layers can only interact indirectly through the enhancement module. 
Since it is easy to collect the information about the vertical handover and the status of the wire-
less channels at the mobile node, we further consider a mobile receiver centric design to simplify 
the implementation. In the next subsections, we present the protocol architecture of the proposed 
mobile receiver centric loosely coupled cross-layer design and develop proactive schemes for 
vertical handover.  
6.2.1 Protocol Architecture 
Figure 6.1 shows the protocol architecture of the proposed cross-layer design. The architecture 
has two main components: communication protocol stack and enhancement module. The layers 
involved in the communication protocol stack include the transport layer (wireless profiled 
TCP), the network layer (mobile IP and Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)), and the data 
link layer (WLAN and WWAN). Direct inter-layer communication is restricted to adjacent lay-
ers (vertical arrows). The enhancement module handles critical protocol configurations and runs 
schemes to enhance the overall performance. It can query or change state variables of the com-
munication protocols (horizontal arrows). Table 6.1 summaries the information and protocols 
parameters needed to be accessed and controlled by the enhancement module. More details on 




                                      
Figure 6.1. Protocol architecture of the proposed cross-layer design 
 
Table 6.1. Cross-layer information and parameters 
Layer Information available Controlled parameter 
Transport Packet header information Packet header parameters 
Network Handover events RTT measurement through ICMP 
Data Link Link status and bandwidth Active network interfaces 
 
6.2.2 Vertical Handover Schemes 
In this subsection, we develop two proactive schemes which are used by the enhancement 





























developed schemes for upward and downward vertical handovers RTT Inflation and RTT Equali-
zation, respectively. 
6.2.2.1 RTT Inflation Scheme 
We address the problem of premature timeout in upward vertical handover by carefully inflat-
ing the round-trip time samples measured at the WP-TCP sender. We achieve this by modifying 
the standard procedure for round-trip time measurement at the WP-TCP receiver (described in 
Subsection 2.3.2). The proposed procedure at the WP-TCP receiver is shown in Figure 6.2. Note 
that we introduce new variables .TS correction  and .TO initial  at the WP-TCP receiver. The vari-
able .TS correction  tracks elapsed time after a new in-order data packet is received. The amount 
of elapsed time is used to correct the round-trip time samples measured at the WP-TCP sender 
from being overestimated. The variable .TO initial  stores the amount of time needed to be in-
flated in the round-trip time. On the conservative side, the inflated time is kept slightly higher 
than the estimated round-trip time in the WWAN. The estimated round-trip time in the WWAN 
can be computed as . / ,BSicmp RTT MSS b+  where .icmp RTT  is the round-trip time found by us-
ing ICMP messaging, MSS is maximum segment size (data packet length), and BSb  is data trans-
mission rate of the base station in the WWAN. If the ICMP messaging method fails to estimate 
the round-trip time before the upward vertical handover is triggered, the .TO initial  is set to the 
value of the WP-TCP sender initial retransmission timeout. This value is usually between 2.5 to 
3 seconds. The proposed RTT Inflation scheme at the WP-TCP receiver for upward vertical 
handover is summarized as follows. If hard upward vertical handover is expected (can be pre-
dicted using link status), the standard procedure at the WP-TCP receiver is followed and all gen-
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erated acknowledgment packets are transmitted through the WWAN interface. Otherwise, if hard 
upward vertical handover is not expected the following steps are used:  
a) Just before initializing the handover, estimate the round-trip time in the WWAN (Figure 
6.2, STEP #1). After initializing the handover, generate a duplicate acknowledgement 
packet with inflated round-trip time (Figure 6.2, STEP #3) and transmit it through the 
WLAN interface. Also, generate a duplicate acknowledgement packet (Figure 6.2, STEP 
#4) and transmit it through the WWAN interface.    
b) When a new out-of-order data packet is received from the WLAN interface, generate the 
corresponding duplicate acknowledgement packet with inflated round-trip time (Figure 
6.2, STEP #3) and transmit it through the WLAN interface.   
c) When a new in-order data packet is received from the WLAN interface, update the timer 
variables (Figure 6.2, STEP #2). Generate a corresponding acknowledgement packet with 
inflated round-trip time (Figure 6.2, STEP #3) and transmit it through the WLAN inter-
face.   
d) When a new out-of-order data packet is received from the WWAN, generate a corre-
sponding duplicate acknowledgement packet (Figure 6.2, STEP #4) and transmit it 
through the WWAN interface.   
e) If a new in-order data packet is received from the WWAN interface, it implies that the 
vertical handover is completed. Generate a duplicate acknowledgement packet with half 
of inflated round-trip time (Figure 6.2, STEP #3) and transmit it through the WLAN in-
terface. Furthermore, generate a duplicate acknowledgement packet (Figure 6.2, STEP #4) 
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and transmit it through the WWAN interface. Deactivate the RTT Inflation scheme and 
follow the standard procedure at the WP-TCP receiver. 
 
STEP #1













If icmp rtt estimation is successful
TO initial icmp RTT MSS b
else
TO initial default
If receive new in order data packet







   -   {
. . . .
}
STEP #4
       -  {
. .
}
acknoledgment packet with inflated round trip time
ack TSecr TS recent TS correction TO initial
If send acknoledgment packet with real round trip time




Figure 6.2. Modified round-trip time measurement procedure at the WP-TCP receiver 
6.2.2.2 RTT Equalization Scheme 
We prevent false fast retransmit due to packet reordering during downward vertical handover 
by equalizing the round-trip delay experienced by all packets. The round-trip delay constitutes 
the packet transmission delay and propagation delay along the network path. We equalize the 
propagation delays of all packets by sending the acknowledgement packets correspond to data 
packets received from the WWAN and WLAN through the WLAN and WWAN, respectively. 
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We equalize the transmission delays for all packets by delaying the acknowledgement packets 
sent through the WWAN with approximately WWAN data packet transmission time T. If the 
WWAN data transmission rate is not available on time, the equalization of transmission delays 
can be ignored. Therefore T can be computed as  
 
/ ,  if  is available
0, otherwise,




   (6.1) 
where MSS is maximum segment size (data packet length) and BSb  is data transmission rate of the 
base station in the WWAN. The proposed RTT Equalization scheme at the WP-TCP receiver for 
downward vertical handover is summarized as follows: 
a) When a new out-of-order data packet is received from the WWAN interface, transmit the 
duplicate acknowledgement packet through the WLAN interface. 
b)  When a new out-of-order data packet is received from the WLAN interface, wait for the 
time T computed in (6.1) and transmit the duplicate acknowledgment packet through the 
WWAN interface. 
c) When a new in-order data packet is received from the WWAN interface, transmit the cor-
responding acknowledgement packets through the WLAN interface. And then cancel the 
transmission of all delayed (outstanding) duplicate acknowledgment packets with lower 
acknowledgement numbers in step (b).   
d) If a new in-order data packet is received from the WLAN interface, it implies the vertical 
handover is completed. Transmit the corresponding acknowledgement packet through the 
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WLAN interface. Deactivate the RTT Equalization scheme and follow the standard pro-
cedure at the WP-TCP receiver.  
6.3 Performance Analysis 
In this section, we analyze the RTT Inflation and RTT Equalization schemes in an ideal net-
work environment where a single pair WP-TCP sender-receiver runs over integrated WLAN and 
WWAN without packet losses. Our main objective here is to analyze the behaviors of the RTT 
Inflation and RTT Equalization schemes under the influence of sudden change in network char-
acteristics due to upward and downward vertical handovers, respectively. Let consider WP-TCP 
sender duplicate acknowledgement threshold (Z) and congestion window (w) measured in pack-
ets, size of data packet (MSS) and acknowledgement packet (MAS) measured in bits, one-way 
channel delay of WWAN ( )BSl  and WLAN ( )APl  measured in seconds, bandwidth in WWAN 
( )BSb  and WLAN ( )APb  measured in bits per second, and bandwidth-delay product (BDP) of the 
network in use before the vertical handover measured in packets and computed as  
 2 / 1,i iBDP l b MSS= +  (6.2) 
 for all i ∈  {BS, AP}. 
6.3.1 Upward Vertical Handover 
Consider the RTT Inflation scheme proposed to suppress premature timeouts due to upward 
vertical handover in the Subsection 6.2.2.1. Let nowt′  and nowt  respectively denote the timestamp 
time in the last data packet received before step (a) is executed and the time when the duplicate 
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acknowledgement packet sent through WLANs in step (a) is received at the WP-TCP sender. 
From Subsection 2.3.2, the sample RTT at the WP-TCP sender is computed as  
 .nowRTT t TSecr= −  (6.3) 
By definition, nowt  can be written as 
 . ,now now WLANt t RTT TS correction′= + +  (6.4) 
where WLANRTT  is the round-trip time in the WLAN. From step (a) and STEP #3 in Figure 6.2, 
TSecr  can be computed as 
 . . . .TSecr TS recent TS correction TO initial= + −  (6.5) 
From RTT measurement procedure at the WP-TCP sender (Subsection 2.3.2) and the WP-TCP 
receiver (Figure 6.2, STEP #2), . nowdata TSval t′=  and . . .TS recent data TSval=  Consequently, 
from (6.3), (6.4), and (6.5), the first sample RTT measured after vertical handover can be found 
as 
 . .WLANRTT RTT TO initial= +  (6.6) 
Just before upward vertical handover WLAN is considered to be in a steady state. Therefore, the 
smoothed round-trip time and round-trip time variation are given as WLANSRTT RTT=  and 
0,RTTVAR =  respectively. Let iRTO  be the retransmission timeout computed after the 
thi  re-
ceived inflated sample RTT. From (2.1)-(2.3), the retransmission timeout computed after the first 
inflated sample RTT, which is obtained from the duplicate acknowledgement packet (see step (a) 
), can be found as  
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 1 1.1250 . .WLANRTO RTT TO initial= + ⋅  (6.7) 
By using the same approach as above, the retransmission timeout computed after the second in-
flated sample RTT, which is obtained from the new acknowledgement packet (see step (c)), can 
be found as  
 2 1.8594 . .WLANRTO RTT TO initial= + ⋅  (6.8) 
All subsequent retransmission timeouts, which are computed from inflated sample RTTs, are at 
least equal to inflated sample RTTs. Therefore,   
 . ,WLANRTO RTT TO initial≥ +  (6.9)  
Since the .TO initial  is kept slightly higher than the estimated round-trip time in the WWAN 
( )WWANRTT  in the RTT Inflation scheme, (6.9) can be rewritten as 
 ,WLAN WWANRTO RTT RTT≥ +  (6.10)  
From (6.10) and the discussion presented in Subsection 5.2.4.2, it is evident that the premature 
timeouts can not occur when w is greater than half of BDP. When w is equal to or less than half 
of BDP, premature timeouts can rarely occur and only in extreme network setups.  
6.3.2 Downward Vertical Handover  
Consider the RTT Equalization scheme proposed to prevent false fast retransmit due to down-
ward vertical handover in the Subsection 6.2.2.2. To analyze the RTT Equalization scheme, we 
consider two cases: i) when w is greater than BDP (i.e., 2 / 1)BS BSw l b MSS> +  and ii) when w is 
equal to or less than BDP (i.e., 2 / 1).BS BSw l b MSS≤ +   
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Case I: When 2 / 1BS BSw l b MSS> + . In this case, the false fast retransmit due to downward verti-
cal handover can occur if the following two conditions are satisfied. The first condition is 
that, a burst of more than Z data packets must be injected in the WLAN. But the burst of data 
packets can only be created if the first acknowledgement packet sent through the WLAN in-
terface overtakes the in-flight acknowledgement packets sent through the WWAN interface 
before the downward vertical handover is initiated. Therefore, to satisfy this condition, the 
inequality 
 ( / ) /BS AP AP BSl MAS b l Z MSS b− + ≥ ⋅  (6.11) 
must be valid. The second condition is that, at least Z duplicate acknowledgement packets 
transmitted in step (b) must arrive at the WP-TCP sender before the next new acknowledge-
ment packet in step (c). Therefore, to satisfy this condition, the inequality 
 / ( / ) / ( / )BS AP AP AP BS BSMSS b MAS b l Z MSS b T MAS b l+ + ≥ ⋅ + + +  (6.12) 
must be valid. If the first and second conditions are satisfied, the inequality 
 / / / /BS BS AP BSMSS b Z MSS b Z MSS b T MAS b≥ ⋅ + ⋅ + +  (6.13) 
obtained by adding (6.11) and (6.12) must also be valid. Note that in (6.13) 1Z ≥  and the 
other variables are non-negative. Therefore, the inequality (6.13) is always not valid. This 
implies that the first and second conditions can not be satisfied simultaneously and therefore 
the false fast retransmit can not occur.  
Case II: When 2 / 1BS BSw l b MSS≤ + . In this case, the false fast retransmit due to downward verti-
cal handover can occur either as described in Case I above or when the following two condi-
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tions are satisfied. The first condition is that at least a block of Z data packets sent through 
the WLAN interface overtakes at least one in-flight data packet sent through the WWAN 
during downward vertical handover. Therefore, to satisfy this condition, the inequality  
 / /BS BS AP BSl MSS b l Z MSS b+ ≥ + ⋅  (6.14) 
must be valid. Note that even though the transmission time of a data packet in the WLAN is 
/ ,APMSS b  the inter-departure time of data packets transmitted in the WLAN is equal to the 
inter-arrival time of acknowledgement packets in the WWAN at the WP-TCP sender, which 
is / BSMSS b  (i.e., TCP ACK-clocking in the steady-state conditions). The second condition is 
that at least Z duplicate acknowledgement packets in step (b) arrive at the WP-TCP sender 
before the next new acknowledgement packet in step (c). Therefore, to satisfy this condition, 
the inequality 
 / ( / )AP AP BS BSACK b l T MAS b l+ ≥ + +  (6.15) 
must be valid. If the first and second conditions are satisfied, the inequality   
 / / / /BS AP BS BSMSS b MAS b Z MSS b T MAS b+ ≥ ⋅ + +  (6.16) 
obtained by adding (6.14) and (6.15) must also be valid. Note that ,BSAPb b≥ 1,Z ≥  and the 
other variables are non-negative. Therefore, the inequality (6.16) is always not valid.  This 
implies that the first and second conditions can not be satisfied simultaneously and therefore 
the false fast retransmit can not occur. 
From Case I and Case II above, it is clear that false fast retransmit can not occur in an ideal net-
work environment, even with the worst case configuration (i.e., Z = 1 and T = 0). Note that in the 
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RTT Inflation scheme, T is recommended to be set to WWAN data packet transmission time 
( / )BST MSS b=  in order to reduce the number of unnecessary transmitted duplicate acknowl-
edgement packets and further avoid false fast retransmit in a real network environment. 
6.4 Performance Evaluation  
We evaluate the performance by using the ns-2 simulator [69]. The simulation topology is 
shown in Figure 6.3. AP, BS, and CR represent an access point in the WLAN, a base station in 
the WWAN, and a common router, respectively. A single, long-lived WP-TCP flow is config-
ured to run over the integrated static WLAN and WWAN, where the WP-TCP sender is the cor-
respondent node (CN) and the WP-TCP receiver is the mobile node (MN). WP-TCP is simulated 
as described in Section 2.3. The independent duplex wireline links BS-CR and AP-CR are set 
with large bandwidths and small delays whereas the common duplex wireline link CR-CN is set 
with large bandwidth and variable delay. A packet traversing this link experiences a delay which 
is uniformly distributed over the interval [l−0.5Δl,l+ 0.5Δl], where l is the one-way link delay 
and Δl is the maximum delay deviation. The duplex wireless links MN-AP and MN-BS are set 
with small bandwidths, link delays (lAP and lBS) and packet loss rates (eAP and eBS).  
Each simulated data point is obtained as an average of 300 simulation runs repeated with dif-
ferent random seeds. If not stated otherwise, the simulation parameters are given as maximum 
delay deviation Δl = 0.04 sec, one-way wireline link delay l = 0.1 sec, WWAN one-way delay lBS 
= 1.0 sec, WLAN one-way delay lAP = 0.1 sec, WWAN packet loss rate eBS = 0.00, WLAN 
packet loss rate eAP = 0.00, WP-TCP maximum window size = 37 packets, WP-TCP duplicate 
ACK threshold  = 3 packets, minimum retransmission timeout = 0.2 sec, WP-TCP data packet 
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size (maximum segment size (MSS)) = 1KB, and WP-TCP acknowledgement packet size 
(maximum acknowledgement size (MAS)) = 0.05KB. Other parameters are given in Figure 6.3. 
The metric in evaluating the performance of the proposed schemes is the number of in-order 
data packets received in 4 seconds after downward vertical handover is initiated and 40 seconds 
after upward vertical handover is initiated. To facilitate the analysis, we also monitor the occur-
rence of false fast retransmit in downward vertical handover and premature timeouts in upward 
vertical handover. From (5.19),  it is indicated that after a single timeout the slow start threshold 
is set to half of the current congestion window and the congestion window is set to one whereas 
after two or more consecutive timeouts slow start threshold is set to two (the minimum value) 
and the congestion window is set to one. Consequently, in this study we only monitor single 
premature timeouts and two consecutive premature timeouts. To appreciate the performance 
gained by the proposed schemes, we also present the performance of three schemes which are 
commonly used during vertical handover in multi-radio receivers. For simplicity, we refer to 
these schemes as Bicast, Same Interface, and New Interface. In the Bicast scheme, each ac-
knowledgement packet is sent through both the WLAN interface and the WWAN interface. In 
the Same Interface scheme, each acknowledgement packet is sent through the network interface 
from which the corresponding data packet is received [76], and in the New Interface scheme, ac-
knowledgement packets are always sent through a new network interface [35]. 
It is important to note that overheads and implementation complexities associated with the 
RTT Inflation or RTT Equalization schemes are fairly low. This is due to fact that the schemes 
only require a small memory space and involve light tasks such as choosing interface, modifying 
head information, and add/subtract/compare operations. Furthermore, functions needed in meas-
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uring RTT and detecting vertical handovers are readily available as standard APIs (application 
programming interface).    
In the next subsections, we analyze the impact of WP-TCP protocol parameters, network con-
ditions, and imperfect cross-layer information. In Figure 6.4 – 6.11, it is interesting to note that 
Bicast and Same Interface schemes perform almost the same in upward vertical handover 
whereas Bicast and New Interface schemes performance almost the same in downward vertical 
handover. In Bicast scheme, acknowledgment packet sent through WWAN is always ignored 
because it takes longer time to arrive at the WP-TCP than the duplicate copy sent through 
WLAN. Hence, in upward vertical handover the Bicast and Same Interface schemes have same 
effect to the WP-TCP sender most of times. Similarly, during downward vertical handover the 
Bicast and New Interface schemes have same effect to the WP-TCP sender most of times. 
 
Figure 6.3. Simulation topology 







(100Mbps,l ± 0.5Δl) 
WP-TCP receiver WP-TCP sender 
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6.4.1 Effects of WP-TCP Parameters 
6.4.1.1 WP-TCP duplicate ACK threshold 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the RTT Equalization scheme, we observe the number of 
in-order data packets received in a specified time interval for various values of WP-TCP dupli-
cate ACK threshold. Figure 6.4a shows the number of in-order data packets received in 4 sec-
onds. It can be seen that when duplicate ACK threshold is set to 4 packets, the number of in-
order data packets received in the RTT Equalization scheme is nearly 45% more than those in the 
other schemes. This performance gain is due to the fact that the RTT Equalization scheme sig-
nificantly prevents false fast retransmit, which is triggered because of packet reordering during 
downward vertical handover, by equalizing the round-trip delay experienced by all packets. This 
explanation is supported with the results in Figure 6.4b, where the percentage of false fast re-
transmit in 4 seconds is presented for various values of WP-TCP duplicate ACK threshold. It can 
be seen that in the RTT Equalization scheme the duplicate ACK threshold only needs to be set to 
4 packets to completely prevent false fast retransmit whereas in other schemes the duplicate 
ACK threshold needs to be set to more than 10 packets. In other words, the RTT Equalization 
scheme has on average suppressed more than 6 unnecessary duplicate acknowledgements pack-
ets which would otherwise trigger the false fast retransmit. 
6.4.1.2 WP-TCP congestion window 
In Section 6.3, it is indicated that the size of congestion window affects the vertical handover 
performance of the proposed schemes in an ideal network environment. In order to understand 
the effects of congestion window on the proposed schemes in more realistic network environ-
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ments, we monitor its size just before vertical handover is initialized and investigate the per-
formance. The effects of congestion window in upward and downward vertical handover are re-
spectively illustrated in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6. From Figure 6.5a and Figure 6.6a, the per-
formance of all schemes improves as congestion window increases but improvement in RTT in-
flation and RTT Equalization schemes is much more than those in other schemes. It can be seen 
that for all schemes the percentage of premature timeouts (Figure 6.5b and 6.5c) remain fairly 
unchanged while the percentage of false fast retransmit (Figure 6.6b) increases significantly as 
congestion window increases. However, the proposed RTT Inflation and RTT Equalization 
schemes respectively have lower percentage of premature timeouts and false fast retransmits as 
compared to other schemes. Since premature timeouts and false fast retransmits invoke WP-TCP 
congestion control that subsequently reduce the congestions window, the performance of the 
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Figure 6.6. Impact of congestion window in downward vertical handover 
6.4.2 Effects of Network Conditions  
6.4.2.1 Impact of network delay 
The effects of the WWAN one-way delay in upward vertical handover and the WLAN one-
way delay in downward vertical handover are respectively shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. 
Due to an increase in round-trip time, the performance of all schemes in vertical handover de-
grades as the WWAN and WLAN one-way delays increase. In upward vertical handover the per-































   






































In downward vertical handover the performance of the RTT Equalization scheme degrades much 
faster than other schemes (Figure 6.8a). These observations can be explained as follows. The 
WWAN one-way delay is always greater than or equal to the WLAN one-way delay. Therefore, 
the increase of the WWAN one-way delay or decrease of the WLAN one-way delay increases a 
step change of round-trip time which is experienced in vertical handover. The step change of 
round-trip time significantly affect the percentage of premature timeouts (Figure 6.7b and 6.7c) 
and false fast retransmits (Figure 6.8b) in other schemes but not in the RTT Inflation scheme and 
RTT Equalization scheme, respectively. Note that the premature timeouts and false fast retrans-
mits observed in RTT Inflation and RTT Equalization respectively are mainly due to delay varia-
tion (Δl) set in the common duplex wireline link CR-CN. 
6.4.2.2 Impact of network delay variation 
Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show the effects of the delay variation (Δl) in upward and down 
ward vertical handovers, respectively. In upward vertical handover, the increase of delay varia-
tion causes dual effects as shown in Figure 6.9b and 6.9c. If the percentage of premature timeout 
is already high, it slightly reduces the occurrence of premature timeouts by inflating retransmis-
sion timeout time. If the percentage of premature timeout is low, it slightly increases the occur-
rence of premature timeouts by inducing delay spikes. Since delay variation significantly affect 
the occurrence of false fast retransmit (Figure 6.10b), and hence a dominant factor, the perform-
ance of all schemes degrades as delay variation increases (Figure 6.9a). In downward vertical 
handover, the percentage of false fast retransmit is significantly affected by the delay variation 
(Figure 6.10b). Consequently, the performance in all schemes severely degrades as the delay 
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Figure 6.10. Impact of delay variation in downward vertical handover 
6.4.2.3 Impact of packet loss rate 
The RTT Inflation scheme suppresses premature timeouts in upward vertical handover by in-
flating retransmission timeout time at the WP-TCP sender. On the other hand, the retransmission 
timeout time is used to determine the moment to start recovering lost packets. Therefore, a long 
retransmission timeout time can negatively effect the recovery of lost packets and so the per-























   



































   










downlink of the WWAN and observe the timeouts. Note that in this case, the observed timeouts 
include desirable and premature (undesirable) timeouts. In Figure 6.11a, it is clear that in the ab-
sence of packet losses the RTT Inflation scheme outperforms other schemes. However, as the 
packet loss rate increases, the performance of the RTT Inflation scheme degrades significantly. In 
Figure 6.11b and 6.11c, the RTT Inflation scheme shows a significant increase of percentage of 
single timeout (to nearly 70%) and an insignificant increase of percentage of consecutive time-
outs (to nearly 8%) as packet loss rate increases. These results confirm that the timeout mecha-
nism is used to recover lost packet and therefore the performance of the RTT Inflation scheme is 
affected in two ways: 1) because of inflated retransmission timeout time, the WP-TCP sender 
takes longer to respond to packet losses and 2) because of the WP-TCP congestion control re-
sponse, the congestion window (packet sending rate) is reduced. Despite of all these effects, the 
RTT Inflation scheme still exhibit comparable or better performance than other schemes.   
6.4.3 Effects of Imperfect Cross-layer Information 
The RTT Inflation and RTT Equalization schemes utilize the cross-layer information in im-
proving the vertical handover performance. In the previous subsections we assume that the cross-
layer information is perfect. However, this is not always the case in the real network environ-
ment. Therefore, in this subsection, we study the impact of imperfect cross-layer information on 
the performance of the RTT Inflation and RTT Equalization schemes. We classify the cross-layer 
information imperfection into two categories: imperfection due to information failure (i.e., the 
requested information is not available on time) and imperfection due to information error (i.e., 
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6.4.3.1 Impact of information error 
In the RTT Equalization scheme the equalization of round-trip delay experienced by all pack-
ets is mostly achieved by sending the acknowledgement packets correspond to data packets re-
ceived from the WWAN and WLAN through the WLAN and WWAN, respectively. Therefore, 
estimation error in variable T has insignificant impact on the performance. In the RTT Inflation 
scheme, the premature timeouts may not be suppressed sufficiently if the inflated round-trip time 
set in variable .TO initial  is too small. On the other hand, the process of recovering lost packets 
may be slowed down if the inflated round-trip time set in variable .TO initial  is too large. There-
fore, it is interesting to study the impact of inflated round-trip time estimation error in the vari-
able . .TO initial  
Figure 6.12 shows the number of in-order data packets received in 40 seconds as a function of 
percentage of RTT through WWAN set in .TO initial  for WWAN packet loss rates (eBS) = 0.050, 
0.075, 0.100. Note that 100% is a perfect estimation, less than 100% is underestimation, and 
more than 100% is overestimation of the RTT through WWAN. It is found that the underestima-
tion errors result in higher performance degradation than the overestimation error. Furthermore, 
it is noted that as eBS increases, the significance of the underestimation errors decreases but the 
significance of overestimation errors slightly increases. These results imply that when configur-





Figure 6.12. Impact of RTT estimation error in upward vertical handover 
6.4.3.2 Impact of information failure 
The prediction of hard upward vertical handover using link status information, the estimation 
of round-trip time using ICMP messaging ( . ),icmp RTT  and the measurement of data transmis-
sion rate in the WWAN ( )BSb  are the processes most vulnerable to failure in the proposed cross-
layer design. In the RTT Equalization scheme, if BSb  is not available on time the variable T is ini-
tialized to zero. In the RTT Inflation scheme, if BSb  or .icmp RTT  is not available on time the 
variable .TO initial  is initialized to the default value (3 sec.). In both cases, the system does not 
crash. However, depending on the underlying network parameters, the initial values may not be 
suitable and therefore they can be considered as estimation errors which affect the system per-
formance as discussed in Subsection 6.4.31. To study the impact of unexpected hard upward ver-
tical handover on the RTT Inflation scheme, we compare two cases: when hard upward vertical 
handover occurs expectedly and unexpectedly. In each case, we first initialize the upward verti-
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called breaking-time, set WLAN not available. Note that if hard upward vertical handover is ex-
pected all generated acknowledgment packets are transmitted through the WWAN interface and 
standard procedure at the WP-TCP receiver are followed right after initializing the handover. 
Figure 6.13 shows the number of in-order data packets received in 40 seconds for both ex-
pected and unexpected hard upward vertical handover. It can be seen that when undetected hard 
upward vertical handover occurs immediately after the initialization (breaking-time = 0 sec.), the 
performance degrades by approximately 27%, and when breaking-time increases to 0.1 sec. the 
performance improves by approximately 20%.  Furthermore, when breaking-time = 0.12 sec., the 
performances in both cases increase abruptly to the same value and remain unchanged when the 
breaking-time increases. The performance penalty in the case of unexpected hard upward vertical 
handover is partially due to inflated round-trip time that slows down the recovery of excessive 
packet losses. A sharp increase noted at 0.12 sec. is due to the fact that after 0.1 sec. all in-flight 
data packets in the WLAN are received successfully and hence no data packet loss is experi-
enced due to hard handover. 
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6.5 Summary  
We have developed a cross-layer design to improve the vertical handover performance of WP-
TCP in integrated static WLAN and WWAN. The cross-layer design is easy to implement and 
deploy, backward compatible with the WAP 2.0 architecture, and robust in the absence of perfect 
cross-layer information. Based on this design, we have proposed two proactive schemes, called 
RTT Inflation and RTT Equalization, which respectively prevent premature timeouts and sup-
press false fast retransmit. Extensive simulations are used to study and evaluate the performance 
of the proposed schemes. It is shown that the RTT Inflation and RTT Equalization schemes out-





Conclusions and Future Work 
We conclude this thesis by presenting a summary of our contributions and future research di-
rections.  
7.1 Contributions 
7.1.1 Wireless Links Models 
One of the main issues in studying the performance of transport mechanisms is the availability 
of appropriate packet level models for wireless links. In our research, we have constructed a 
novel analytical model for WLAN link. Unlike the previous WLAN models [7], [8], [9], [10], 
[11], our analytical model captures the impact of both uncorrelated and correlated transmission 
errors. Also, we have developed analytical model which presents packet loss probability and 
packet loss burst length of WWAN-WLAN link. The developed models are suitable for studying 
the performance of transport mechanisms in integrated WLAN and WWAN. Furthermore, we 
have conducted an extensive analysis that complements the simulation and measurement studies 
[28], [29], [30] and sheds some light into future wireless networks design. 
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7.1.2 Analytical Frameworks 
In this thesis, we have developed analytical frameworks for studying the performance of WP-
TCP flows. Since the connection life time of the WP-TCP flows significantly influence the as-
sumptions used in analyzing the performance, we have developed the frameworks for short-lived 
flows and long-lived flows separately.  
• Short-lived flows: Most of the previous analytical frameworks for studying the perform-
ance of WP-TCP short-lived flows are based on an independent packet loss assumption 
which does not fit well in the wireless environment. In our research, we have developed 
an analytical framework for WP-TCP short-lived flows based on a two-state Markov 
channel model. The two-state Markov channel model captures both correlated and uncor-
related packet losses occur in WWAN, WLAN, and WWAN-WLAN links.  
• Long-lived flows: We have developed an analytical framework for studying the per-
formance of WP-TCP long-lived flows. The frameworks describe the short-term per-
formance during vertical handover and long-term performance of WP-TCP for given 
network and protocol parameters. It captures the effects of vertical handover, such as ex-
cessive packet losses and sudden change in network characteristics, experienced in inte-
grated static WLAN and WWAN.  
Through the developed analytical framework, we have extensively analyzed the design parame-
ters for WP-TCP short- and long-lived flows in various network conditions. The developed ana-
lytical frameworks are important in system planning and performance evaluation of future inte-
grated heterogeneous wireless networks. 
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7.1.3 Cross-layer Design and Analysis   
WP-TCP is fully compatible with standard TCP and it is optimized to operate over wireless 
links. Howerver, when WP-TCP is deployed in the integrated static WLAN and WWAN, its 
performance can dramatically degrade during and shortly after vertical handover due to prema-
ture timeouts or false fast retransmits. Previous solutions proposed in the literature to address the 
problem of premature timeouts and false fast retransmit are ineffective, complex, or impractical. 
By taking a different direction from previous works, we introduce a new solution which is more 
effective and practical. We first study the conditions that prevent the occurrence of premature 
timeout and false fast retransmit using our analytical framework for WP-TCP long-lived flows. 
Then, we propose a cross-layer design along with two proactive schemes at the mobile WP-TCP 
receiver. The proposed solution significantly improves the performance in a wide range of prac-
tical WP-TCP parameters and network conditions. In addition, the solution is easy to implement 
and deploy, compatible with traditional TCP, and robust in the events of imperfect of cross-layer 
information.  
7.2 Future Research  
This section presents our future research directions, which are related to the work described in 
this thesis.  
7.2.1 Adaptive Transport Mechanisms  
The need to improve efficiency, safety, and security of the transportation systems while pro-
viding users on the road broadband access to new wireless Internet applications and services has 
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led to development of advanced intelligent transportation systems (ITS). We envision that ITS-
based wireless vehicular networks (WVN) will support greedy multimedia wireless Internet ap-
plications while running vital safety applications with strict quality of service (QoS) require-
ments such as reliable delivery, delay bounds, and message sequencing. In addition, participating 
vehicles will use multiple wireless access technologies and simultaneously communicate with 
other vehicles in ad hoc mode (vehicle-to-vehicle communications) and roadside facilities in in-
frastructure mode (vehicle-to-roadside communications).  
Creating scalable, high-performance, and robust transport mechanisms for ITS-base WVNs 
presents a great challenge to research community. Most of the existing transport mechanisms 
cannot be directly deployed due to highly dynamic and heterogeneity nature of future ITS-based 
WVNs. In the future, we plan to extend our cross-layer approach presented in Chapter 5 and de-
velop new transport mechanisms which can adapt and perform well in both vehicle-to-vehicle 
and vehicle-to-roadside communications modes. The new transport mechanisms also need to 
support coexistence of safety applications with strict requirement and greedy wireless Internet 
applications. Therefore, we intend to investigate joint congestion control and service differentia-
tion mechanisms at the transport layer, routing schemes at the network layer, and rate control and 
priority queuing mechanisms at the MAC sub-layer in order to support the coexistence of the ap-
plications. 
7.2.2 Network Residence Times  
Tractable distributions, which describe network residence times in integrated heterogeneous 
wireless networks, are very important in studying various network aspects such as security [79], 
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resource allocations [80], and transport mechanisms. Unfortunately, at present, there is no well-
established distribution which can describe network residence time in integrated heterogeneous 
wireless networks. In Chapter 5, we use exponentially distributed residence times to study the 
performance of WP-TCP in integrated static WLAN and WWAN. In the future, we plan to in-
vestigate and develop distributions which are tractable and consistent with empirical data from 
integrated heterogeneous wireless networks that involve WWANs (e.g., cellular networks), 
WMANs (e.g., IEEE 802.16/20), WLANs (e.g., IEEE 802.11), and WPANs (e.g., IEEE 802.15). 
Developing tractable distributions is very challenging task due to the fact that most of wireless 
networks are still in the infant stage and they are evolving very fast. For example, Rogers Com-
munications and Bell Canada are jointly building and managing a Canada-wide wireless broad-
band network, which is expected to reach more than two-thirds of all Canadians by the end of 
2008. 
7.2.3 Cross-layer Architecture  
The results from this thesis and other research [81] indicate that cross-layer coupling can sig-
nificantly improve the performance of transport mechanisms in wireless networks. On the other 
hand, some studies [78] have shown that cross-layer coupling can lead to unintended interactions 
and inflexibility that may respectively cause system instabilities and potentially hinder future in-
novations. The establishment of well-balanced design methodologies for wireless networks is 
still an open issue and more research is needed.  
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7.3 Final Remarks 
In this thesis, we have developed new analytical frameworks for studying the performance of 
WP-TCP flows in integrated WLAN and WWAN. The developed analytical frameworks are 
flexible, cost-effective, and produce results with reasonable accuracy. Also, we have presented 
the analysis of WP-TCP in integrated WLAN and WWAN, which provides insights for further 
research. In addition, we have proposed a solution to improve the performance of WP-TCP in 
vertical handover. The solution is relatively simple, easy to implement, and compatible with 
standard TCP implementations. 
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Appendix A  
Derivation of E[slot] 
The average slot length E[slot] is given in [8] as  
 [ ] (1 ) (1 ) ,tr tr S S tr S CE slot P P P T P P Tσ= − + + −   
where σ  is the time duration of an empty slot. 1 (1 )ntrP τ= − −  is the probability that there is at 
least one transmission in a given time slot. PS is the probability that the transmission is success-













where WLANgπ  is the steady state probability of a good WLAN link condition. TC and TS are time 
durations that the WLAN link is sensed during a collided frame transmission and busy during a 
successful packet transmission, respectively. Therefore, CT DIFS H P SIFS ACK= + + + +  and 
,ST DIFS H P SIFS ACKδ δ= + + + + + +  where δ  is the propagation delay. DIFS and SIFS 
represent DCF inter frame space and small inter frame space, respectively. H, P, ACK are respec-
tively the transmission times for the header, payload, and ACK frame. 
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Appendix B  
List of Abbreviations 
ACK Acknowledgement 
AIMD Additive Increase and Multiplicative Decrease 
AP Access Point 
ARQ Automatic Repeat reQuest 
BDP Bandwidth-Delay Product 
BS Base Station 
CDMA Code-Division Multiple Access 
CN Correspondent Node 
CR Common Router 
DCF Distributed Coordination Function 
DIFS DCF Inter Frame Space 
ECN Explicit Congestion Notification 
FIN Finish 
FTP File Transfer Protocol 
GPRS General Packet Radio Service 
HiperLAN High Performance Radio Local Access Network 
HTTP Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
IP Internet Protocol 
ISM Industrial, Scientific, and Medical 
ITS Intelligent Transportation System 
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MAC Medium Access Control 
MN Mobile Node 
MSS Maximum Segment Size 
NLOS Non-Line-Of-Sight 
OSI Open Systems Interconnection 
QoS Quality of Service 
RFC Request For Comments 
RTO Retransmission Timeout 
RTT Round-Trip Time 
RTTVAR Round-Trip Time Variation 
SACK Selective Acknowledgement 
SIFS Small Inter Frame Space 
SRTT Smoothed Round-Trip Time 
SYN Synchronize 
TCP Transmission Control Protocol 
TLS Transport Layer Security 
TO Time-Out 
TSecr Timestamp Echo Reply 
TSVal Timestamp Value 
UDP User Datagram Protocol 
UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication system 
VHO Vertical Handover 
WAE Wireless Application Environment 
WAP Wireless Application Protocol 
WDP Wireless Datagram Protocol 
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network 
WMAN Wireless Metropolitan Area Network 
WPAN Wireless Personal Area Network 
WP-TCP Wireless Profiled TCP 
WVN Wireless Vehicular Network 
WWAN Wireless Wide Area Network 
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